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79
Pilot's Body Found

Farmers Seek To
Enforce Dog law

Assistant Coun

TO ATTEND FFA CAMP

Local Draft Board No. 9
was requested by telephone
Wednesday to send six men
to be examined at Owensboro
on June 20. H. C. Averdick
stated that the office on the
third floor of the courthouse
in Princeton Will belfpen daily, Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon and
from 12:30 until 4:30 p.m.
The Selective Service Act requires every male reaching
the age of 18 years to register within five days of his
birthday. Penalties for failure to comply with the regulation may be as much as
five years imprisonment and
a$10,000 fine. Those who have
already complied with this
provision are not reguired
to re-register, it was stated.
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ent Happens On
y 62 As Youths
From Outing
pen nytile Park

Agent

Si) Men Called For
Draft Exam June 20

New Development
Projects Started
North Of City
New Truck Line Plant

For Arnold Ligon And
Forty livestock growers,attended a meeting in the courthouse
Building Of Modern
here Saturday afternoon to ParMotel Now Under Way
mutate plans for the control of
Preliminary work on extensive
about
at
dogs
destructive
and
here
the prevenstruck
industrial egpansion of U. S.
tion of further spread of rabies
forgay when one young
Highway 62 just north of the city
among livestock and people of the
,A •
killed and two others
limits of Princeton has been
ceunty, County Agent Mabry reoily injured in an autoSix officers of the Butler Chapter, Future Farmers of America,
started and plans for greater deported.
esib on U. S. 62 about
17-21. In
velopment of the area is being
Dr. W. L. Cash, county health will attend the FFA state camp at Hardinsburg, July
sorth of Princeton
addition to the recreation at the camp the boys will receive leaderplanned, according to reports reof
three
officer,
All
the
addressed
group,
creek.
pp
Pierce, Ellis
ceived this week.
pointing to the rapid increase of ship training. Shown here, left to right: Billy Joe
leg men were present or
Hall and Bennie
Largest of the new developrabies among domestic and wild Johnson, Ozella Haile, Bill Martin,' Lucian
• football stars of Butler
Mashburn.
Pictured above is Millard R. ments is being planned by the
in
known
animals
and
the
well
danconsequent
school and
Mdxey, recent graduate of the Arnold Ligon Truck Lines. The
ger to the people of the county.
COMMANDER C. M. WOOD, II
Julian Littlepage Is
college of agriculture and home company has purchased 35 acres
In an effort to control the probPresley Fraley, 21, VMS
The body of Lt. Commander C. lem,
economics at the University of of land with a large frontage on
'members of the CaldwellInstalled As President
•AIMOSt instantly, Jerry
M. Wood, II, pilot in the U. S.
Kentucky, who recently arrived the Dawson road, extending north.
21, received .a badly Naval Air Corps who was shot Lyon Sheep Association adopted
Of Local Rotary Club
here to assume the duties of as- The ground has been leveled by
resolutions seeking the strict eneght hand, and Jerry
Julian Littlepage was installed WMU Speaker July 19
down in the Pacific on March 22,
sistant county agricultural agent. bulldozers in order for the ground
17. suffered brain con- 1945, has been found in a Mauso, forcement of existing laws to conas the me w president of the
Ile is a veteran of World War II to settle for construction of a
, a fracture at the Buse of leum in Manila, Philippine Is- trol wild and Stray dogs and pro- Annual Convention
Princeton Rotary Club at the or- Comes From Rome, Italy
a native of Fleming county. truck terminal at a later date,
and
crititect
the
a
of
property
in
livestock
remains
• and
Mrs. Amelia Giannetta from
ganization's regular weekly meetlands, according to word receiv- growers and the health of the To Meet At Mt. Olivet
James D. Mashburn, manager of
Princeton
the
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-:.tion
ing at the First Christian Church Rorne, Italy, will be the inspiraed by members of the family this citizens.
the plant here, said.
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With
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Further resolutions passed at
"An application for extension
-see youths were returnterly meeting of the Woman's
county
Caldwell
Elwood
Cook.
annual
The
Commander Wood son of Mrs. the meeting stated,"We resolve to
of franchise rights between Hopan outing at Pennyrile
Caldwell
the
of
Union
Missionary
their
assuming
be
will
officers
Other
convention
School
Sunday
-was a give our full support to the law
kinsville and Nashville for the
.:t in a 1935 Ford own- C. M. Wood, Louisville,
held with the Mt. Olivet Church duties were Sam Steger, vice- Association at Eddy Creek
trucking firm has been filed and
iriven by ?Pool when graduate of Butler High School enforcement officers of the coun- near Midway on US. Highway president, and Bob Jacobs, secre- Church on Wednesday, July 19,
is now pending," Mashburn statent occurred on the and the U. S. Naval Academy., ty and urge them to enforce the 62 north of Princeton on Thurs- tary-treasurer. Those on the it is announced.
Local Club Receives
ed. However, some consideration
stretch of road at the Annapolis, Md. He, had been present dog law or give request day, July 20, with the ptogram board of directors are K. V. BryThe program will begin at 10
For
Award
National
Naval in writing to the Caldwell county
has been given by officials of
se "mile hill" just west serving as a pilot in the
Blackburn and Burhl a. m. and will be directed by Mrs.
Hugh
CumR.
10
K.
at
arn,
ant,
beginning
the firm to place the terminal. in
sst curve on the down Air Corps for several months fiscal court for their action in mins, president of the organiza- Hollowell.
Stanley DeBoe, leader of associa- Community Service
Clauscine R. Baker and Ralph Nortonville instead of here, he
?Pool lost control of the when his plane was reported shot appointing a special official to tion, announced.
President Littlepage said he ap- tional young people. All young
enforce this law and act as dog The meeting is held under the preciated the honor given him people are extended a special in- B. Kevil, of the Ray-Crider-Mc- continued.
eer attempting to miss a down in action.
V.F.W. were
The final resting place for the catcher for unlicensed dogs."
front of him as one of
"Negotiations are now pending
auspices of the Kentucky Couh- for being named president of the vitation to attend, the announce- Nabb Post 5595,
Records in the sheriff's office
elected to state V.F.W. offices at for the purchase of 35 additional
cars turned right from body has not been determined,
cil of Churches with Miss Mary organization and that he hoped ment stated.
July
dog
show
23
tags sold prior to
a state encampment held
kieway, according to reports but he will probably be returned
acres of land and if the terminal
Elizabeth Million of Louisville In he would make the club at least
2-9 at Lexington, it is announced. is built here it will be complete
Jerry Bronson, the only here for burial, Mrs. C. M. Wood last Saturday and 22 since that charge_ Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal Is half as good aresident as some
Kentucky
In
Employment
time. Sheriff Lewis estimated that
of the trio who has told members of the family.
Baker was elected to the post with warehouses, freight docks,
secretary at the Isola ornanian- of the men befae him.
there are at least 2,500 dogs in
Sole to tell of the accident.
of state senior vice-commander maintenance department and garGuest speaker at 'the meeting During Month Of May
tion.
the county. Claims filed in Judge
front tire of P'Pool's car
with Kevil named senior vice- age. Plans call for construction of
The theme of the convention is was Howard Bowles, member of Highest Since 1949
Pickering's office show a total of "Christian Education." An-teing the executive board of the State
considerable
sit as he struck the left
man- commander for the state mili- these buildings a
Kentucky
in
Employment
$2,829.74 since 1940 and no funds
distance from the highway with
el the highway and was rathe speakers on the program will Chamber of Commerce. He ex- ufacturing industries during May tary order of the Cooties.
with which to meet the payments.
ts have caused the car to
Sixteen delegates from the lo- room for homes of employees of
be the Rev. J. Holland 'Thomas, plained to members why this corn- soared to the highest level since
A further check of records
seer two or three times.
pastor of the Fredonia Baptist munity needs as chamber of COT- December 1949, totaling 131,300 cal V. F. W. post who attended the firm facing the road," Mashshows that 1,179 dog licenses were
PPool, son of Mr. and
Church; the Rev. George 'Fitter, merce and told the advantages of workers, according to an esti- the encampment were John Paul burn said.
Arnold E. Oliver Had
sold in the county in 1940. None
I. C. P'Pool, Flopkinsville
pastor of the First Christian having a chamber of commerce mate of' current employment Jones Morse, C. R. Baker, Gid S. The Ligon Lines employ beGuam;
Japan,
In
unServed
were recorded from that date
remained in a critical conChurch; the Rev. Joe 'Callender, to look after the civic and firm-tnvils from the Kentucky De- Pool, Ralph B. Kevil, Ralph Mar- tween 45 and 50 persons at the
til 1946 when 49 were sold. The
at the hospital here yes- Was Home On Furlough
pastor of the Ogden Memorial cial improvement of Ike county. partment of Economic Security. tin, James Pool, Glenn Y. Mur- present time in Princeton and if
next three years show 37, 24 and
1431 physicians were ad Also at the meeting, A. M. Nearly all of the losses suffered phy, Harold McGoivan, James the U.S. 62 project is completed
Sgt. Arnold Ewing Oliver, 24, 23 licenses sold each year, in- Methodist Church, and the Rev.
by specialists not to move
W. H. Tallent, pastor of the Bar- Richardson, Interstate Finance ,during the April-May period last McCaslin, Marvin Pogrotsky and this number will be greatly indied here Monday afternoon of a cluding 1949.
•.:nder any conditions. His
creased, he said.
bee M ern o r i al Presbyterian Corp. manager, was introduced year when manufacturing ern- Ernest Childress. •
self-inflitted rifle wound, accordst Was improved, memCleurch, all elf Princeton. Gilbert es a new men:dyer.
ployment dropped almost 6,000
Others were Harmon Morse, Adjoining the Ligon property,
ing lo a decision of Coroner
• !.le family said yesterday.
Members receiving a'three-yew''have been regained in the past Bill Oliver, Joe Rowland, W. R. Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Burgess have
..”..u'Blackburn, Sunday
Clyde SPrickard. He WEE CT fur- Bond Boosters Plan
played On the Butler
perintenderet and sang leader at perfect attendance pin were Hugh six months.
started construction of six modCrisp and Eugene Miller.
lough from Ft. Sheridan, Tllinois. For Annual Camp And
• squad for three years
Good Spring, will amduct the Blackburn, Oliver Allcock and
Also at the meeting, the Prince- ern motel rooms and garages and
Employ ment in nondurable
and
Mr.
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'Oliver,
SO
7 !he past two years has
Football Programs
Malcom Cummins.
sung service.
goods industries, as a whole, in- ton post received a National plan to increase that number with
Princeton,
spark plug of the often- Mrs. ',Firm Oliver,
The regular monthly meeting of Other local pashas, Sunday
creased by 200 persons despite Americanism Award for commun- probably 20 or 22 motel rooms
Army
the
in
been
had
3,
route
' he team He will be a
the Butler Band Boosters will be School superintendents and lay- MRS. RATLIFF DIEPROVED
continued losses among clothing, ity service which was presented when completed. A modern cafe
since he was 18-years old and held in the band room at 'Battler
7:ert year
Mrs. Charles Ratliff, 317 South printing and publishing, and to- by t h e Commander-In-Chief will be erected at a later date,
neciers :Will :participate in the
the
during
Japan
in
Jefferson, who has been in a crit- bacco. workers, with the whiskey Clyde A. Lewis. The Princeton or- Mrs. Burgess said.
Bronson, son of L. C. had served
on Monday night, July 1'7, beginlatter part and immediately fol- ning at 7:30, Billie T. Gresham, PultBram •
from all denomina- ical conditic.n at the .Princeton and chemical industries account- ganization vied with all other
Paddcah..and'Mrs. C. L.
Delegatiarns
The new motel will be of conabout
for
War 11
president of the club, announced. tions representing every Sunday Hospital for the past week suf- ing for all of the gain. This re- posts in the state for the award, crete block construction with
Henderson, is a former lowing 'World
condition,
s. star at Itutler and is a three years. He was later stalieart
a
adthe
from
All those interested in
School in the county-are urged to fering
stucco finish and modern in evversed a seasonal downward it was said.
'Janin commercial art at the tioned on Guam, and since
vancement of the high echo& .attliend and!bring baskets for lunch was reported greatly Improved by movement which began several
The Princeton post also was ery detail. The first six units are
at Ft.
stationed
been
had
uary
Vedrussfamily
:ty of Kentucky, lacking
band are asked to attend the at the noen hour, Mr..Cummins members of the
months ago. Durable goods con- praised for its "good work" by expected to be opened about Sepme credit for graduation. Sheridan, Illinois.
day. She remained under as oxy- tinued on the upgrade with an Commander Lewis in his address tember 1, it was stated.
meeting as plans for the band said.
canductwere
Furseral services
Fetiated from Butler in
camp to be held the last week in
The meeting is scheduled to gen ,tent at that time.. -.
- • The third industrial developincrease of • 600 worriers. 'The to delegafes at the meeting.
ed at the Morgan Funeral Home August are to be discussed. Plans close at 3415 pan.
A certificate of merit for pro- ment has been started with preplargely in the Louiswas
gain
Mrs_ Jennings iGoza, NarShville, ville-dominated machinery and viding "outstanding" entertain% aration of the ground on a site
Presiey Fraley, son of Wednesday afternoon at Ttwo for the football programs, to be
Milts. Wesley Fraley, 602 o'clock by the Rev. Wade Cun- sponsored by the Band Boosters,
Mr. and 'Mrs. Jack -Henry and Tenn., arrived Tuesday for a vis- equipment industry.
ment at Outwood Veterans Hos- about one mile from the city for
Trace street, graduated ningham. Burial was in the Mill- will also be studied, Mr. Gress- sort. Steve. Highland ' avenue, it with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
pital was presented to Pup 'Tent a modern drive-in-theatre. Conin
trade
employment
Total
W. C. Sparks. Mayville read.
.ser in 1947 after having wood Cemetery.
ham said.
spent Friday in Nashville.
moved downward as retail trade, No. 13, Military Order of the struction of the plant is to start
Mrs.
wife,
the
)utstanding end on the
Surviving are
this week by Vernon Waible of
principally the clothing industry, Cooties, Princeton post.
squad three years. He Barbara Ann Malone Oliver, Lisanby Hospitalized
Delegates from the local organ- Evansville. The new theatre is
decreased work forces by about
Mrs.
''':isSed at the Princeton Erineetun; parents, Mr. and
1,200 persons. Wholesale trade, ization led the parade held Friday expected to be ready for use by
injure
%Bs.
Firm Oliver; two sisters. Mrs. With An Ankle
however,'remained fairly stable afternoon because the organiza- the end of July and will accomHopkinscif
Elliot
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Mrs.
a
AlatAttorney
Loperfido
Rev. Floyd A.
tion was the first post in the modate 300 to 400 cars, it was anservices fur Fraley Leroy P•Pool and Mrs. E. H. - Commonwealth's
been vaiting her sister, for the third straight month and
.ducted at the -Morgan Childress. Jr., both of Princeton; vin Lisanby is in the Jennie tended a staff meeting of the ville has
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7
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this
of
McLin,
P.
W.
Mrs.
care
h
t
combined Presbyterian You
dome Monday afternoon one brother, Eugene Oliver. ire- Stuart Hospital under the
In addition to the industrial deMay of the preceeding year. Re- spark in membership renewals
Miss Mildred Daum, Connersof Dr. Gaither for treatment of Conference, which will ,be held
the Rev. JIA! Callender, eral nieces and nephews.
for 2850.
velopment, several new homes
the
in
of
seasontrade,
spite
tail
her
a badly injured ankle. Mr. Lis- at Narome, Tenn., July :17-24, at ville, Indiana, is visiting
" the Methodist 'Church%
are now under construction on
al slump, was less than 1 per
d' IS in
anby was injured the Fourth oil! the Hopkinsvilk First PresbytaZ.-brother, B. T. Damn. Mr. Daum, cent behind the May 1949 figure
Cedar Hal Come the highway near here.
his sister, end Miss Melville
July when he turned his ankle oni ian Church, Monday.
Other nonmanufacturing indus
a rock as he unloaded his boat 'Rev. George Filer and family Young spent Wedrusday at Mamtries showed mixed trends. TransScouts Return From
at Kentucky Dam where he and .ace planhing to leave this week moth Cave.
local Students
portation employment, mainly
to
planning
VirMorgan,
were
Virginia
Lisanby
KenMrs.
si Misses
lational Jamboree
for a vocation to Central
by some
ginia McCaslin, Lois Jacob. and the' railroads, dropped
Enrolled At U. K.
spend the day fishing. His conCharles MeMican, "Mickey"
Service
industries
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workers,
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Are
a
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reported
are
Examinations
Pettit
is the University of Free
dition is
Cunningham and Bill Armstrong
Miss Virginia Satterfield is vis- Mrs. Lois
Meet
Will
Princeton
of
1,200
a
increase
sharp
Showed
confined
be
to
I current summer. sesKentucky Lake.
returned from the second nation'hut he is expected
iting the family of Mtn Cherry week at
Available Until Noon
empleyees as a result of temportroilrnent of 3,932 are Iwo
twthe hospital for several weeks. in Rockford, Ill.
al Boy Scout Jamboree at Valley
Mr. John Gates. Indianapolis, ary employment due to the rac- Fredonia Sunday For
Adults
All
's from Caldwell - county, Friday For
Forge, Pennsylvania Tuesday. W.
Is visiting his mother, Mrs. J. C. ing season in Louisville. Al- Second Time This Year
spend
will
lienis
Robert
Mrs.
s
g to an
Washington street.
The chest x-raiy mobile unit of
announcement
Don Morgan drove a home run D. Armstrong, adult leader, reDickie E. O'Hara
though current estimates of conTuesday ia Evetretville on busi- Gates,
he U. K. registrar's oi- the State Department of Health S-5gt.
G. George and sister, struction empoyment are not far out of the VFW ball park turned Sunday night.
Urey
Mr.
ness.
Friday
l* eight-week term will began taking chest pictures in Sent To Tokyo
The local Scouts camped in
Mrs. T. G. Kirk, from Shawnee, available, there are evidences of here Sunday afternoon to break
S-gt Dickie O'Hara. son of Mr. (-Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Childress are
tents during the Jamboree June
through August 12 with the tuberculosis control program
visiting
been
have
game
ball
contested
Oklahoma,
hotly
a
up
continued
the
exceeding
increases
visto
Main
going to Terre Haute, Ind,
at exerrises for an here Tuesday, getting off to a and Mrs. E. W. O'Hara, East
this city normal seasonal expansion.
between the local nine and the 30-July 6, and heard President
report to it their son, Wayne, and family friends and relatives in
600 to 800 seniors set good start, Mrs. Arney T. Rawls, street, was notified to
Calvert City Truman, General Dwight Eisencounty.
and
formerly-undefeated
Va.,
Friday, according and then to Huntington, W.
`IalY, August 11.
Caldwell County Health Unit Tokyo, Japan,
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben'Aiken, Meteam with a 4 to 3 win for the hower, National Chief Scout Exeparents. to visit their daughter, Mrs. Wilhis
by
received
word
PTA
to
Provide
Members
cutive Dr. Arthur Shuck and
from Caldwell now' Clerk, said.
tropolis, Illinois, are. visiting
VFW team.
Sgt. O'Hara is an engineer in liam Culbertsen and Mr. Culbert- their son, John Aiken, and famIt U. K. are
will
James Ma Princeton scored one rum tn the other prominent speakers. They
To
Workers
Register
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and
Corps
sonAir
S.
of the U.
Idr-/aroihY Wood.
ily, Highland avenue.
second, two in the seventh and also saw pageants depicting the
continue between the hours
C.
Chest X-Ray Visitors
Mrs. R. D. Leech entertained
Friday at stationed at 'Washington, 13.
Miss Edythe Moore, assistant
one in the eleventh with a total early history and development of
9 a.m. and 3 p.m. until
with
a
Parentthe
of
local
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Members
Mrs_ Pearl
and
registrar and bursar at Scarritt
hill Form
of eight hits, four runs and five the nation. About 47,000 Scouts
noon of this week with Mr.
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and sale of the Bluetunity to have X-rays made. play the Murray nine Wednesday James Stevens
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' Association held in
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Roy Stevens
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Sunday School
Meeting July 20

Two VFW Members
Take State Posts

Sergeant Commits
Suicide Monday

News Of Local People

Chest X-Rays Now
Being Made Here

VFW Nine Defeats
Calvert City 4-3 Nt
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was worth and then abandoning
it for fresh soil. Many a farm in
• PUBLISHED [VIERS, THURSDAY
The United Slates
my county is worth ten times
• JOHN S. HUTCHESON. JR.
THOMAS McCONNELL
us%
101505 AND ruaLt•uss
MANAGING 501505
what it was wotth two 'decades 14 pounds of
manganes
113literbtr se second class :natter at Princeton, Ky., under the Act,,, of Oonigress
e I,
cry ton of steel
of March 8, 1879.
not the long rangy stacks of bones ago, thanks, to modern means of
produced.
GORDON WILSON, Ph.D.
hubserlption prices: In County, $t in State. PAO; Ottt-of-State, IS; Cards of
Theancient
stock.
improving
Thousland and
(University of kentucky)
that I have too often seen. White' Thanks, Si. Resolutions of Reshect, I cents a word. Itneollcited poems, 2 cents
Romans toed
land that had of lead for pencils.
a word. ReadIns notices, 10 cents a hue.
Princetonians still make t h e his family visited on his 10-day
a n d Aberdeen-Anguses ands of acres of
If .you doubt the progress that faces
ME)/takti OF T119., ASSOCIATES)
Associated Press Ix entitled ex- news in many of this state's daily furlough. Besides visiting many
been one-cropped into gullies or
Ocean perch are
elusively to the nee for republication of all (he local new. printed In this newsagrioulture were about equal in number,
caught
dead soil are now producing in. the daytime,
papers. Ralph B. Kevil, of Prince- historical cities in Germany, has beep made in
paper. as well as all AP new. dispatches,
when theY
weight,
painlessly
acquiring
and bumper crops that the pioneers, the
ton, and state ee.nior vice corn- Austria and Switzerland, they within the last few years, you
IntEss AtitsfirrikTioN
MESIRER
bottom.
t09—MI0tet142MATENN*trie*Pes
*
l!PITIMMIrtr eltlt*TiO147—
mender, was among a group of were among 5,000 people who at- 7hould is with me aThrr iràvel &Mars for- their- owivolli. N•01311-'strittr—theii desvgrvuods, would 'Titre is
known of the
seven Cooties _pictured ba_The tended the _famous Passion Play ermind to study birds.I have jot all of them were obviously pure- hardly have believed,. In fact; it Lion habits of
the ocean
Lexington 1.1 erald Saturday during May at Oberammergau. got back from a lelsorely drive bred, not the indiscriminate cat- seems hardly possible that so rosefish.
feat,
morning. The Cooties held their This is the colossal religious spec- in our rich farm country, a trip tie that we saw forty years ago.
many down-at-he-heel places
American elevators
'Scratch' in Lexington this year. tacle which has a cast of 1,400 primarily to see dairy cattle and
Hand in hand with improve- have come into such productivein lie
ried 20 billion
In a study of the loss of Caldwell county census figures and
and which lasts four hours. It pastures. I saw all sorts of rich ments in soil use have come these nese within a third of a lifetime.
•
down a total ofpassenger'
the rolls of recent graduating classes of Butler high, it is tragic to
500
million
The most clever comment made was the first time since World farm crops: wheat, oats, barley, improvements in the kind of farm When old-timers talk about the
note that most of the young men are gone.
at the annual Rose and Garden War II that the play has been corn, tobacco, And pastures that stock. Good crops and pure-bred marvelous crops that Grandpa
•
find
enlightenin
further
to
g
where
have
gone,
to
As
they
it is
Show held recently at the George presented. After three days sight- fairly made my mouth water. But animate tell the same story of used to grow, take them out into and show
them how rn
they have gone,to Detroit, Evansville, Chicago, Memphis, Louisville, Coon Library was that of Ann seeing in Oberammergau, the the thing that seemed fartherest thoughtful farming, not slap- good farm land such as I can methods
have made
Hopkinsville, Murray, Madisonville and other centers that offer jobs Randolph, age 4, daughter of Mr. Clifts drove to Garmisch, then from the farm that I knew as a dash milking the land for all it reach in ten minutes in my
car farming look pretty Gr
in industry which will enable them to support themselves and a and Mrs. Ralph Randolph. After to Bad Tolz (health resort) boy was the high grade of liveshabb
family.
inspecting all the table settings, and finally on to Berchesgaden, stock everywhere to be seen.
Caldwell bounty has a vital stake in these young men. Your Ann stopped at "Miss Eliza's" the largest and most popular rePigs used to be just pigs,
taxes sent them to school for twelve years and prepared them for Fourth of July table, with its nut- sort in Germany, with mountain though gradually there were
without
centers
cost
to
free,
these
them
filled
Age.
have
given
We
to
drums
and
climbing
candy
fireand skiing the year- some improvements introduced
.
them. They will enrich these communities with their earnings, crackers, and said to her mother, round. While at Berchesgaden, into our part of the world. There
taxes paid, and in leadership in all phases of community endeavor.
"May we come back here for they visited Lake Walchessee, was still enough of the old hillIt behooves you, as citizens of Caldwell county, to be selfisbly supper, Mother?"
Lake Koenigsee and a salt mine rooster hog in many of our stock
interested in the organization of a Chamber of Commerce for Caldwhich is over 500-years-old. for us to understand the old-time
well county in order to protect your investment in these young men.
While most of us look forward They also toured one of Hitler's jokes about the hogs that weighed
It each citizen determines to do his part, there will be no stopping With enthusiasm to a week's fish- homes and party lodge, "The
as much from the ears forward
the movement. It is late—but not too late!
ing at Kentucky Lake durirg our Eagle's Nest" which is located on as from there backwards. The
—(By E. L. Williamson) vacation there are others—from the highest mountain peak in hogs saw today are not for decI
Princeton too—who have vhited Germany. In addition they went orative -purposes; neither do they
many of .the places which we through a number of noted his- make their own living in the
have seen only on a moving pic- toric castles and cathedrals woods. They are potential pork
ture screen. A letter from War- which were open to tourists. They and bacon and, as such, are being
The long Fourth of July weekend of last week brought Ameni ren Officer Hubert P. Clift, of returned to Darmstadt by way of fed like the pure-bredis
that they
cans grim enough news from Korea. But they need not look be- the Eucom, Darmstadt, Germany, Munich and Berlin. The letter
- The true value of your telephone is the
are. A big field of them is a field
yond their own shores for casualty figures the size of which suggest to his parents, Mr. and Mrs Mack didn't say whether they needed a
full of gold or what passes for
value of voices you love, brought right into your
major battle. Yet the 482 reported killed on the highways (plus Clift, tell of the few spots he i.nd rest upon their return.
gold today.
the estimated 16,000 injured) were victims not of a war but of the
home. It's the value of steps saved, errands run,
The old-time cows varied confollies (human and mechanical) of a nation dead set on going somequestions answered, peace of mind restored. All told,
siderably,
judged
but,
present
by
where during the holidays.
standards, were hardly worth
it's an amazing day's work for a modest day's pay. The price of
Any way you look at it, making all the allowances that can be
having. I passed a dairy today
made—it is bad. True, more than 35,900,000 of the estimated 36,your telephone service is still remarkably low as compared with
where more than a hundred Hol000,000 drivers on the roads during these days deserve either comstein cattle were grazing or lying
•
the prices of most other things you buy. And telephone folks are
mendation or congratulation. They either hit no one or avoided getbusy
in the shade of the trees. Many
ting hit.
all the time expanding and improving the service further—
of those cows produce more butTrue, these auto fatalities figure out but one for each 48,000,ter,fat in a month than the best
making it still more useful and valuable for
DICK OBERLIN
000 passenger mile traveled. But United States scheduled airlines
everyone
cow in old Fidelity produced in
report only one passenger fatality for each 100,000,000 miles last
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
WHAS
.
a
year.
such
But
pastures
and
Compam
year, and the railroads but one per 6,000,000,000.
such dry feed as they consume
NEWS DIRECTOR
What can be done to lessen this slaughter? There is no profit
daily! They do not have to dein a mere wringing of the hands. Some of the causes are obvious and
Each '. 7,1. tt.
le tim, arrives a tendency to 1 on down nurrnal pend upon swamps and
roadsides
inexcusable—subject matter for increasing police vigilance. The when, war or peace, prosperity
and woods for their living; jhey
r,esistance to any sickness.
drinking or drunken driver is a menace always. With highways or depression, one of the most
The symptoms generally are an are treated like Bluegrass thorjammed, he and the gentlemen who sell him the stuff border on the baffling of all diseases is likely
oughbred horses. And their owncriminal. The inept and inexperienced—"sunshine driver," the to bob up in the headlines. The upset stomach, pains in the back
er is becoming well-to-do and
of the neck and headaches, vomitbus men call them—present a harder problem. So do the showoffs time has arrived.
well-known. Several such herds
and the daredevils.
The disease is infantile paraly- ing, and often, complaints of were along my road today, ma*But, taking all of these causet into account, there still remains sis—poliomeyitis — the crippler, pains, soreness and stiffness in ing me glad that dairy
farming
what is, perhaps, the basic factor—traffic congestion coupled with the paralyzing thing which arms and legs. Polio often acts a is the exact
science that it has
lot
like
a
summer
limited time.
cold at its very become. When
strikes from nowhere and which
I think of the poor
Why not a campaign to persuade employers and associations has Medical science still nearly onset.
old cows we used to see, I do not
What frequently happens, ac- wonder that many
of employers to stagger their extra days off—some before, some after as much in the dark as it ever
a person accqrding to the best and latest in- quired from
the general holiday? That would certainly please the resort busi- was.
these tuberculosisformation,
is
ness. Particularly would it help to resume postholiday operations
that
a
youngster
A',-eady the figures which are
infected animals a lifelong disat noon of the day after. That would cut down some of
on the incidence of will have a very mild case of ease.
that des- av.
polio,
perately hazardous congestion of tired motorists pushing
one
which
is not recognizfor home polio in Kentucky are not enOther fields I passed had dozand job after dark.
couraging. They show the num- ed as such—and will be allowed ens of sleek cattle, low
-slung
to
leave
bed, to become too ac- breeds
ber of cases which have cropped
Not every office and plant could make such adjustments
that seem to be all body,
. BM
tive and play too hard too soon.
many could. The most lethal weekend since the war,
up
by
now
are
about
double
the
the worst on
the highways since 1936, certainly argues, at least, for
figure this time last year. And, Then, after a few days or a week
a try.
not too far below the figure in of feeling well the boy or girl
the dread epidemic year of 1944. suddenly comes down with a se
We point this out because we vere case which can shortly be
feel it an obligation to the people diagnosed for what it is. It is
this secondary incubation period
Events continue to confound the prophets. Last winter,
when of Kentucky. It is so easy to be- which is critical. All
of which
the unemployment rolls were rising, occasionally with
come
panicky
and
hysterical
the speed of
adds up to this fact—it is the rean elevator, there was general concern that unemploym
ent might about infantile paralysis. Just as sponsibility of every
become a serious problem this summer. It was feared
mother and
by many, darkness is frightening—the most father to take special
including us, that very many of the 2,000,000 young
precautions,
people thrown familiar room can conceal dread to be especially
careful after the
into the labor market during the summer would
not be able to find shapes and figures when there is youngster
has any summer illwork.
no light—just so diseases which
can and do strike down the heal- ness. Be sure he or she is comThat worry was widely shared. After a survey
of job potenthy and t h e not-so-vigorous, pletely recovered before returntialities for college graduates last winter, U. S.
News & World Reing to play.
port said: "Jobs are going to be harder to find,
pay not so attractive, young and old alike—and which
There are encouraging sides to
we find it difficult to guard
choice of work narrower for youths . .. There
is a strong possibility
the picture, not the least of which
that some 1950 graduates will be added to
against.
These,
too,
are
more
terthe ranks of the unemployed."
rifying, probably than they is the program started by all the
medical associations interested in
should be.
To some degree all of these things proved
to be true, but not
We do not mean to minimize fighting polio for a permanent orto the extent that had been feared. The
Census Bureaa's latest re- polio,
either. There is simply no ganization which can fight the
port shows that more Americans were
at work last month than in sense
in not taking precautions — disease on a moment's notice.
any time since the record high set in July,
1948. And despite the in not doing
flood of young persons hurled into the
what can and should And, on a state-wide basis. The
labor field by the summer be
done to ward against your own third and final meeting of that
closing of schools, unemployment stood at
only 3,348,000.
youngsters' inviting the disease. big group was held last week, and
This is remarkably good news. It indicates
the economy is ex- On the other hand, there is no now, it's a matter of keeping uppanding almost as fast as the labor force—at
least for the present. reason for panic.
to-date and ever-alert.
It indicates that the demand for goods
and services still is riding
The things you should do are
The doctors, the nurses, t h e
high. And it indicates that businessme
n generally believe that de- to see to it that your
child doesn't Red Cross, health -departments,
mand will not diminish appreciably.
become overly fatigued, that he's and the rest are doing their
part.
Of course, there still are dark spots.
A good many young men kept reasonably clean, that he It is up to us—the
and women are finding it difficult to
mothers ind
line up the kind of work they isn't exposed unnecessarily to fathers—to back
them up—startwant and are supposedly qualified for.
Yet that number is smaller other diseases which might have ing at the home.
than had been expected and is
relatively minor when weighed
against the number employed.
—(The Louisville Times)
by Ralph Stein
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Little Chips

Do You Know

Kentucky Folklore

il
"Pigs Is Pigs

j E Halyard Pp
Mr,
as guest of
Bowlin
ifl
Dollar
gay
10 Peggy LoWrY,
occluded a visit

50c

Pearls Without Piice

SPE
You
her
calls

Too Many All At Once

AS SHOWN

STUDEBAKER CHA
6-PASS., 2-DOOR CUST

$1532.
Delivered in Prince
Stets sod Iowa taxes, if a
Hue may very ellelefy is nearby
deo to ellttoteoc••

Ironwork.

CAselsly Ion

wham

e4=aft Champion Cu.
45sor mains. 5-pam. Btu
issinam coups
Pam mbilat50dropi *now

Jobless Fears Premature

NOW YOU CAN OWN
A BIG NEW DODGE

Maim Street

Kentucky On The March

Exposing Chiselers
By Ewing Galloway
An acquaintance in the west Kentucky town
told me the other
day about a man suspected of collecting
unemployment insurance in
both Kentucky and Indiana. I passed the
information along to 0. B.
Hannah, director of unemployment insurance,
Frankfort. The district branch of the service in this state will
check on the suspect,
then Indiana officials will be asked to
cooperate. The source of
the tip will be held in strict confidence.
Economic Security Commissioner Vego Barnes
tells me about
a claimant who announced on the day his
fund dried up that he had
found a job. A check-up revealed that the
claim-taker had been
employed all the time, whereupon that chisler
was punished in the
county court.
Another claimant wore a taxi driver's
cap to the insurance office. He had been driving a cab all the
time he collected insurance.
Turning himself up, as it were.
A woman claims taker recognized a
saleswoman who waited on
her in a department store.
These are a few cases from a list of
hundreds.
Since all the unemployment insurance
money comes from employers and none from claimants, employers
have a direct interest
in exposing fraudulent claims, and more
than half the tips to the
service come from them.
Spite tips have been useful in many
instances. Persons with
grievance of one kind or another are
pretty apt to turn up a chiseler
collecting insurance while employed.
The department seems to be determined
to run down and
prosecute all fraudulent claimants, and
Commissioner Barnes and
Insurance Director Hannah invite the
cooperation of all loyal citizens of the state.

FOR MUCH LESS THAN YOU THINK!

VES, 5 minutes behind the
. . . the flashing performance of
wheel of today's big Dodge is the
big "Get-Away" Engine . . .
all it takes to prove you could pay
the smoothness of Fluid Drive!
$1,000 niore and still not get all
Chances are your present car
Dodge gives you!
will more than cover the •lown
New Dodge models are rolling off payment . . . and you'll find our
the production lines in record. terms are low and liberal.
breaking volume, and we can
assure you early delivery on
your favorite model.
Yes, you could pay $1,000 more
So why put off enjoying
Dodge ond not got all Dodge room,ease of
extra room and riding comfort
handlingandfamousdepenciability!

Robi
Hopkinsville

Ima
Tryi
The I
Place
Yes, we know
Yost has for
Dade,for yo

FIB
Ar

Ms
A

nas,IJCZ
se
I/O3
2,4-D
Gra
Joh
ALSO RIMED

TANK SPRA

Nobody should hesitate to sign his name
to letters. The department is compelled by law to hold all letters
or telephone calls
in strict confidence. Anonymous tips also
will be followel and investigated.
I would suggest that letters be addressed to
of the Unemployment Insurance Office, Frankfort. Director Hannah
Telephone calls
may be made to the nearest branch of the economic
security service.
If all this were not a confidential matter I
would award a tin star
to all tipsters for helping to suppress fraud against
the state.

Phone 3075
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stiuttnel with her parents, after
spending two years in Turkey
where her husband is employed,
•
spent Sun- father, Virgil Lowry and grand- were Sunday guests of Mr. and
t1111Yard
Thu Ralph Griffin family spent
E.
Mrs. D. 0. Boaz and Miss Mary
Mrs. mother, Mrs. Belle Lowry.
Ellen Boaz. Mrs. Vandiver was the Fourth of July in St. Louis
as Wei of Mr. and
visitihg Mr. Eugene Griffin.
Green.
Bowling
Mr. and Mrs. Sherdie DeBue, the former Ruth
in
ir Dollar
DeBoe..
They enjoyed a visit to the zoo
J. C. Butts, Frankfort, spent in that
gas Peggy Lowry, Princeton, Cadiz, and daughter, Mrs. Charcity.
ioncluded a visit .with her les Vandiver, who is spending the the weekend with his parents,
Mr. Cliftpn Brown spent his
Mr. and Mrs. John Butts.
vacation with his parents, Mr.
--Mee: Margaret Oodding,- Ironton, Mo., and Dr. Kirk Leeper, and Mrs. Major Brown, return
to Detroit July 9.
Columbia, Mo., have returned to
Madam Clara
50c
50c
Mr. and Mrs. Argle Nelson have
their
homes, after being called
SPECIAL PRICE WITHIN REACH OF ALL
here by the death of their aunt, returned from Detroit but Mr.
Nelson will return to that city
l'ou have heard her on the air. Now talk to
Miss Ada Leeper.
Mrs. Margaret Zuermuehlen has soon as he has employment here.
her in person, the one and only true advisor,
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Dalton had
returned from a visit with her
calls Your sweetheart by name, tells you the
son, Freddie Zuermuehlen, Mrs. as their guests Sunday, Mr. and
Mrs. David Sigler and daughters,
Zuermuehlen and family in Ansag date of inarriage, will tell you the truth. good or bad.
Helen and Virginia May. Miss
derson, Ind.
FIRST TIME IN PRINCETON
Helen Sigler remained for a longMr. and Mrs. Frances Wilson er visit.
Reading Room Private and Confidential
and children, Muriel, Wayne and
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Phelps
Office Hours
Jimmy, of Hammond, Ind., are
spent the Fourth with his parents,
M. TO 9 P. M. — READINGS DAILY & SUNDAY
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson Myers.
APERMANENT LOCATION
Henson.
They returned to Michigan July
Mrs. T. L. Grubbs spent several 5.
days last week with her daughter,
Miss Nancy Riley has returned
Mrs. E. C. Harwood, Mr. Har- from Detroit where she spent
wood and family, at Breckinridge some time with her sister, Miss
Homes, Morganfield.
Pearl Riley and is visitini her
1-Mlle from Princeton
gspiliaaville Road
Mr. and Mrs. John Cox have parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Riley.
moved to their home on the south
side of town which recently was
completed. They had resided in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Blackburn for several months.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles George,
Princeton, were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Boisture, Sunday.
Mrs. Roy Ashby and Mrs.
Russell Melton went to Marion,
Ill., Monday afternoon, to accompany Mr. Ashby home. He has
been a patient in the Veterans
Hospital there for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Patton
and children visited her mother,
Mrs. Ruth Dunning, over the
weekend.
Miss Sharon Rogers spent last
week with her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. W. Holman, in Repton.
and Mrs. Gene Rogers and
AS SHOWN
children, Rita, Nita and Squeaky,
STUDEBAKER CHAMPION
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
VASS.,2-DOOR CUSTOM SEDAN
Mrs. Jewell Kirkwood near Dawson Springs. Rita and Nita remained for a two-week visit with
their aunt.
Miss Leilani Newberry has returned to her home in MorganDelivered in Princeton
field after spending a few weeks
with her grandmother, Mrs. T.
Sisk sod Aral tares, if any, extr•
Mosey, vary 111.101, in nearby <annum/hes
L. Grubbs.
homportetoon diarge I
lodill,mona,
Floyd Ordway is serving on the
Canparably low prietts on othor
Federal Court jury in Paducah
thebakes Champlon Cuatos vandals:
this term.
Now setlux. 5.paaa. Starlight amp*.
busineta• coup*
The Baptist tent revival, under
Pkipo tutjo.ctlo thong* without wollat
the direction of the Rev. Lewis,
closed Sunday night with 14 conversions and several additions to
the Baptist church here. Visiting
ministers from the surrounding
communities assisted in the revival.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Jones and
Carol Quertermous, Murray, visited Mrs. Ed Harmon and Mr.
Harmon Sunday.
Miss Betty Dunning spent last
week in Evansville as guest of
her sister, Mrs. Chester Patton,
Mr. Patton and family.
Miss Ida Bell Turley, Evansville, spent the weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Turley.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cather returned to their home in Detroit
Monday after spending several
days with her mother, Mrs. Loyd
Wadlington, and Mr. Wadlington.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Crow and
children have concluded a visit
with his mother, Mrs. Loyd Wadlington, and Mr. Wadlington. They
returned to their home in Chicago last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Penrod Hughes
and son, Corky, have returned to
their home in Gary, Ind., after
Yes, we know that is impossible. So, Caycespending a few weeks with his
father, John Hughes, and Mrs.
lost has for you a complete stock of insecHughes.
Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Burr of
ticides for your particular job.
Schroon Lake, N. Y., who are
visiting her mother, Mrs. L. B.
Young, and Mr. Young, spent
Thursday and Friday in Evansville as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Arsenate
.of Lead, Paris Green, Security Poison, Toxaphene
Charles T. Taylor.
Dust, Toxaphene Emulsion 40% and 60%, C'hloradane, and
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Melton
and son, Eddie, have returned
Parathion Dust.
from Madison, Wis., where he
was a rider in a rodeo. Enroute
home they visited Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Atkins in Murray over the
weekend.
Endo
pest.
DDT.
5%
DDT,
50%
Liquid,
Rotenone Dust and
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Guess and J.
E. Guess, Salem, were Saturday
Rug Blaster, Black Leaf 40, Triogen, Fungi-Bordo, Magnesium
dinner guests of Mrs. T. Y. Ordway.
Arsenate, Calcium Arsenate, Sulphur Flour.
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Duncan and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry. Rowland,
Eddyville, were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Baker and
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Goheen.
50"e„ DOT, Undane Dairy Spray, Trak Gulf Livestock Spray.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Faughn have
returned from Lexington where
he attended summer school at
the University of Kentucky.
WU MUM
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ray were
Saturday night guests of Mr. and
I,4-D Weed-No-More, 2,4,5-T Sherwilkil, TCA for Johnson
Mrs. J. B. Ray in Sturgis.
Control, Atlacide for

Crider News

Gulf Station & Ferguson
Tractor Service

$1532.09

Mrs. Barry Riley and John Thomas Riley were joined by Mr. Riley
and returned to their houie in
South Bend, Indiana, last week.
Rev. Ray Wigglnton has returned from a vacation trip to California and will fill his appoint-
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ment each se4ond and 'fourth
Mr. and Mrs. Pearlie Traylor,
Sunday night in the church here. of Cindaborg, Kansas, are visitMr, and Mrs. Fortson Wigginton
and daughter are visiting his par- spending several days with, a colents, Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Wiggin- lege roommate in Fulton.
ton.
Miss George Lee Phelps is

ing Mr. and Mrs. Rene McConnell, of the Creswell community,
and Mr. and Mn. Lansford Rice,
Princeton.

'STANDARD VERIFIED

}
.
1-011R,

Star Brand

25 lb. bag

$1.25

Every Bag Guaranteed, Plain or Self-Rising
OLEO, colored quarter sticks, lb.

25c

PINEAPPLE, sliced, No. 2 can

25c

PEACHES, heavy syrup, No. 21
/
2 can

25c

JELLY, asst. flavors, glass

15c

LEMONS, doz.

30c

TEA, Garden Party,/
1
2 lb. box . .

45c

McCONNELL'S SERVICE STATION

COFFEE, Maxwell House, lb. tin

79c

N. COURT SQUARE

PET MILK, 3 large cans

35c

GRAHAM CRACKERS, lb. box

25c

TOMATO JUICE, 46 oz. can

25c

PUREX, qt. bottle

15c

QUINN'S GROCERY

Your car will be red!,sale from *we IMO III
of our Lubrication Jobs. We follow a chart, and
get every greme-cup, every bearing. with the
type lubricant recommended by your car's wow
tdacturer. And—we teee the Meat timidity etas&
ard 011 Lubricants.

Freddie McConnell, Proprietor
PRINCETON

The Coolest Spot In Town!

DOOR OPEN at 1:00 P. M.
FEATURES START at
1:10 — 3:16 — 5:22 — 7:28 — 924

SUN. & MON.
JULY 16-17

SUPER LOW PRICES

The Coolest Spot In Town!

DR MI
A/W
THRIFYIN6
SlOiff Of
OGNIOSIA'S
MOST
DAMS
MEN!

I NI

TODAY
—and—

FRIDAY

DOOR OPEN at 1:00 P. M.
FEATURES START at
1:42 — 3:38 — 5:34 — 7:30 — 9:26

There's a HOT T/ME in the BIC.TOWN
EVERY
NIGHT
when...

soh

MN

Imagine - -?

1111101 CUPS:

JULY 18-19

with RICHARD LONG • MSG RANDALL
Added Enjoyment!
COLOR CARTOON
MUSICAL PARADE
PARAMOUNT NOVELTY
WORLD NEWS

SATURDAY
JULY 15th

OPEN 10 A.M.
They Couldn't Fight Their
Fate Kisses.. or Murder,

EVERYTHING FOR THE FARM

Added Treats!
PETE SIMTH NOVELTY
—
COLOR CARTOON

THUR. & FRI.
JULY 20-21

DOOR OPEN at 1:00 P. M.
FEATURES START at
1:10 — 3:14 — 5:18 — 7:22 — 9:26

RACING
THRILLS!
GALLANT
ROMANCE!
....,here beads
aped boner .
beat is &wide
time!

AOUISWARD

ALSO REMEDIES for HOOF ROT,SCREW WORM and TAPS WORM

HAND DUSTERS

IDA LUPINO
HOWARD DUFF
STEPHEN MALEY

2 GREAT FEATURES!

Grass, Quack Grass, Bermuda Gross
Johnson Grass,also Crab Grass Killer.

ROOT DUSTERS

DOOR OPEN at 1:00 P. M.
FEATURES START at
1:25 — 3:25 — 5:2.5 — 7:25 — 9:25

TUES. & WED.

nal,LICE An ncas:

TANK SPRAYERS

•co.mem Nem

Plus These Delightful Shorts!
TECHNICOLOR CARTOON—"WINDOW SHOPPING"
UNIV. SO. CALIF. BAND
NEWSREEL

Trying To Control
The Insects On The
Place With A Net - -

111 TOUCCO:

NM

AMMON •'INLAND • MACINADY

JOAN

L e t your Automobile
Liability policy cover
medical, surgical, ainbulance, hospital a is d
nursing services for injuries to others or
yourself. This may be
taken tare of by a rider on your present policy. See us.

LESLIE

REPEAT
PERFORMANCE
monist

I.

SRL WILLIAMS • JANE NIGH
RALPH MORGAN

Was:am

GAO

Extra! Wars!
NO. 5 "RING OF THE ROCHE? MEW

.• .

, Aor ,O•

Rabat "Esse Peary • Rood ado
Plus These Sw01 Shorts!
WALT DISNEY CARTOON — WORLD NEWS
WESTERN FEATURE/TX — "COYOTE CANTON-
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demonstrated "feet exercises" for
aluminum trays," was di
project.
on the making of Alum- ing of
struetions
Grooming",
"Good
project,
tired feet as the minor
minor
rected by Miss Dorothy Ferguson
trays.
adjournment of the busiwith
After
Mr. James Edward Me •
and Miss Jane Beck led the rec- inum
Mitchell,
Mrs. Homer
etc/fed Bowling Green, and
Mrs. Wood read the scripture and
reation period.
ap- ness seuion, 26 treys were
in
Mns 9/
spent.
period
morning
the
Allen, Cadiz, spent the w
Present were Mrs. W. H. Beck, and the thought for the month.
and completed.
to traps.
designs
Eddyville Road
year
the
plying
coming
'the
Denny
for
Mrs.
officers
with
their
Beck,
here
Also
Mrs. Loyd
parents, mr.
Those present were Mesdames
the
The Eddyville Road Homemak- Cash, Mrs. Denny Freeman, Mrs. were elected at the business
At the business session in
Mrs. Rob McAlister
George Trotter,
Loyd
1704
Mrs.
LucLIIF
of
B.
home
Sims
ers met at the
elhernoun with Mra.
•Mro John Carrington and tit
J. W. Hollingsworth. Mrs.. Mew
-gay mon
Mrs. One Bryant was named presiding, the following officers Connie Crawford,
dren, Charlotte and Johnnit,
Beck with Mrs. Denny Cash pre- Hubbard, Mrs. Charles Hubbard,
Kelley
Mitchell,
Stroube, Jim
Mrs. K. P. Hobgood, Mrs. G. U. president; Mrs, Otis Smiley, vice- were sleeted for next year:
Louis, are visiting frienda
siding.
Charles Geiger, Albert relatives here.
Lisman, Mrs. president; Mrs. E. W. Lamb, secMrs. Homer Mitchell, president; Martin,
Miss Helen Beck read Psalm 13 Griffin, Mrs. L. C.
Jr.,
Martin,
George
H. McLin, retary-treasurer, and Mrs. Earl
Mrs. Jimmie Mitchell, vice-pres- Hartigan,
Dr. Mac „RtVes, ciark„,4
for deveitional and gave the Alvin Lisanby, Mrs. J.
Mrs. Ralph Wood, recreational leader.
Powley, Moscoe Mitchell,
thought of month,"Not Ours For- Mrs. Billy McElroy,
ident; Mrs. Barney Johnston, sec- Bob
Shoul- Tennessee, and Mrs. Will Card
Guy
Mitchell,
Travis,
Hamon
L.
McMrs.
C.
Jimmie
H.
Hubbard,
Randolph,
Mrs.
ever". Mrs. Charles
retary-treasurer;
Mitchell, Ramey Seattle, Washington, spent
chairman of nominating commit- Misses Helen and Jane Beck.
Connell, recreational leader; Mrs. ders, Homer
Claude Mc- day with Mr. and Mrs. g
Pond
Sims,
Otter
B.
L.
chairman;
Johnston,
officers
tee, presented names of
Bob Powley, reading
Homemaker'
Pond
Ray Mar- Porter at their home here
Ladd,
Otter
Collin
The
citizenship
Connell,
elected for new year beginning
Miss Robbie Sims,
Mrs. Charles McConnell,
White,
Thomas
the community house with
in
Jones,
met
Cobb
Pete
Martin,
tin,
chairman, and Mrs. Ray
in September.
Mashburn, Misses Doro- St. Louis, Illinois, is
Homemakers met re- Mrs. L. B. Sims, Mrs. Ray Martin publicity chairman.
Irvine
Cobb
The
answered
members
Seventeen
Ferguson, Rabble Sims, Jack- the week with her sister,
of Mrs. Earl and Robbie Sims as hostesses to
roll call, telling of most important cently in the home
Mrs. Raymond Stroube, assist- thy
Herman White and family.
25 members and one visitor.
and a visitor.
Lamb
Elizabeth
Shoulders
Mrs.
ie
with
Wood
June.
in
them
Shoulders.
to
Jackie
Miss
things happening
The major project, "the mak- ed by
ingiving
Holloway
Dorothy
and
e
h
t
gave
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby

Homemakers News

Hemingway.
Mrs. I. W. Stalling and Mrs. R.
W. Stallins of Fulton are visitMr. and Mrs. Arolide Miles of ing Mr. and Mrs. E. B. WilliamOwensboro spent the weekend son this week.
with Mr. and Mrs. J. A. HemingMr. and Mrs. Ingram Lester of
Pohenix, Arizona, have beer visway.
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie ,Allen, Mr. iting his
of Lamasco and nis
and Mrs. Sam LaHeave of Padu- Jim Lester
E. B. Williamson and
cah, and Mr. and Mrs. Boone Al- aunt, Mrs.
Williamson. A basket dinner
exander of Cadiz, were the Sun- Mr.
enjoyed by the family Sunwas
A.
J.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
day guests of
day and Mr. and Mrs. Lester retarried .to Phoenix Monday.
Bible school commencement
was held Friday night at the
Eddy Creek Church with an interesting program and a large attendance.
The W. M. U. met at the church
last Thursday when 12 membres
were ,present.
The W. M. U. quarterly meeting will be held with the Eddy
Creek Baptist Church on July 19
for an all-day session.
Mrs. Sam Cotton is Ill at her
home in this community.
Mrs. James Phelps of IndianaJEAN SIMMONS and
polis, who has been visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Travis Sisk, has
DONALD HOUSTON
returned to her home. Her grandRonnie Ramage, is going to
son,
In
spend a few weeks with her.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Patterson
"The Blue Lagoon"
of Pamona, California, spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Travis Sisk. Mr. and Mrs. Sisk took
their guests for a tour of the
world-famous Kentucky Lake and
Kentucky Dam area Saturday.
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr.
TWO BIG HITS!
and Mrs. J. A. Hemingway were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles putts and
WILLIAM BOYD
family, Mr. and Mrs. King CurIn
ling of Cadiz, and Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie LaNeave of Mayfield.
"Borrowed Trouble" ' Mrs. Sallie Hartigan, who recently fell and broke her hip,
is still in the Jennie Stuart Hos—Plus—
pital. Last reports state that her
condition is not improved.
WILLIAM TRACY and
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Lewis were
Sunday guests of Mrs. Mollie
JOE SAWYER
Tandy and family.
In
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Burchett
and boys, and Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Lewis attended services at Blue
"Here Comes Trouble"
Springs Baptist Church Sunday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Burchett
and sons and Mr. and Mrs. Hoy
Sisk and sons spent last Sunday
EVELYN KEYES and
with Mr. and Mrs. James Sills of
Eddyville.
WILLARD PARKER
Mr. and Mrs. Hoy Sisk spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. ClarIn
ence Sisk in Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Wilhite of
"Renegades"
Evansville spent last Monday with
his sister, Mrs. Hoy Sisk and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lester,
Mr. and Mrs. Wylie Brown, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Lester and Judy,
DANE CLARK
had as their guests for a picnic
at Kentucky Lake last WednesGAIL RUSSELL and
day, Mr. and Mrs. Ingram Lester, Phoenix, Arizona, and Mrs.
ETHEL BARRYMORE
Hooks of Owensboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Eury Oliver and
In
daughters spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. J. S. King of Lamasco.
"Moonrise"
Sunday School attendance here
Sunday was 63.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Burcliett
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
W. S. Brandon in Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Hyland Yates and
HUMPHREY BOGART
family of Princeton visited Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Burchett last
INGRID BERGMAN
week. Miss Phyllis Pool was also
a guest in the home.
In
Mr. and Mrs. Pepper Jones and
daughters, and Mr. and Mrs.
"Casablanca"
George Drennan were Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Burchett and sons.

Eddy Creek News
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Thur. - Fri.

FRIGIDAIRE
ME APPLIANCES!

Saturday Only

You Can't Match

Sun. - Mon.

:ome in. Prove it to yourself point-by-point, you can't match
Frigidaire Flame Appliances for kitchen and laundry. See the

nevv

styling, new beauty, new conveniences. See proof of the dependable
construction of all Frigidaire Appliances—and you'll immediately see
why Frigidaire gives you the greatest dollar value you con

Tues. - Wed.

Thurs. - Fri.

• Full-width Supr.Fraezer Chest

models. Has feature after feature
found in no other refrigerator but
Frigidaire. Deluxe models are
also available with All-Porcelain
finish, inside and out.

• Sliding Basket-Drawer

• Double-Easy
• Aluminu
or sag

a
indictahte
better
isis°

.. •
awshaelhPogheriastips, ufraer.mer .
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Lustrous "Ice-Blue" interior trim is
just one of many new features
in Frigidaire De Luxe Refrigerators. The big, 9 Cu. ft. size with
full-length door takes little more
space than earlier 5 Cu. ft.

ItabrY

4

FIB

uickube Ice Trays

shelves cannot rust

• Twin torcelain Hydrators—stack
up for extra convenience

Thinking of
ere is a big reason w
pot, Keivinator, M
and a number of
b guaranteed for th
losing insulation v
the price is reasons

WEST K

• Full-width plastic Chill Drawer
• All-porcetain interior
• New, more powerful Meter-Miser
17 cu. ft.—from

$194.75

New Frigidaire Automatic Washer
Washes Even Special Fabrics
Entirely Automatically
•
•

119'5

•

TERMS

For All 25 Pieces
•New,Spiral Dasher, Apex Washer
with faster washing action
•White Enamel, Twin Tubs
with individual drains

•
•

Giant,thrifty oven goestlear across range
—holds 6 pies or even a 35-lb. turkeyl
Amazingly compact-only 30 inches wide!
New Faster-Cooking Frigidaire Radiantube
Cooking Units!
High-Speed, Smokeless-type Broiler, with AllPorcelain Rack!
Adjustable oven shelves-Oven Signal-LigMl
Frigidaire Lifetime Porcelain finish-ad
resisting topl

Ask about 132 eight new
Range models for 1950

• Fully automatk one-knob control-simply set
Select-O-Dial once,even for Nylons or woolens.
• Live-Water Washing and Rinsing gots clothes
really clean-gently.
• High-speed drying with exclusive RopidrySpin. Many clothes ready to Iron at once
• Direct-drive Unimatic Mechanism-no bolting
down necessary.
• All-Porcelain, Inside and out.

$299.75

$169.75

ASK ABOUT
ALL THESE
FRIGIDAIRE
APPLIANCES,
TO01

SEE ANY OF
THESE DEALERS
NOW FOR A
DEMONSTRATION!

•Westinghouse Electric Iron
with automatic control
• Metal Braced, Ironing Board
with pad and cover
•20 Boxes Soap Flakes
choice Duz or Oxydol

V
I

0
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-
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Come in
AMERIC

Easy Terms

JORDAN'S

Hopkinsville's Leading Home Furnishers

yFoi:

205/W. MARKET

PHONE 2091

Don't Take Less Than a GENUINE FRIGIDAIRE!
KW* r
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Substitute Crops
For Flooded Land

Ky. Farm News
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Late Grasses Will Lose
Some Of Feed Values

Mature Trees Will Grow
• Well In Lespedeza Sod

In tests at the Kentucky AgriAs the season advances, a cow
About 2,000 people attended the
gets from the average pasture cultural Experiment St ation
strawberry festival in Perry
only enough feed for a gallon to peach trees did as well in lespecounty to see exhibits of 4-11
a gallon and a half of, milk a deza sod as they did when cultirn
,
c.
of
acre.;
of
thousands
With
club members.
and other grains, hays and gras- day, according to dairymen at the vated, After they reached maturAn estimated 90 per cent of
ses destroyed or damaged by rains Agricultural Experiment Station, ity. Yield and fruit size compartobacco growers in Magoffin
favoably with that of trees
ed milti
and
,iloodis...the.re—i1111_11 time to IlniVetriitY of _.KentlagkX..
Kentucky
rontity --treated istrult - beds With
—
vatergois.
irding 16'Mtplant corn, soybeans, Auden grass
As grass grows older, it has in
Station
Experiment
lime.
ono
bEuestone and
ininoonnumannottimoonoonunnannionain•linia
Cultivation for the first three.
uni
end sorghums, according to the more fiber and less. proles), pmlegumes
common
St,
Ladino clover with Ky. 31 fesincluding
college of Agriculturer and
duces less forage because of alow or four years seemed td
Ladino clover cue is becoming the major pasgrasses proved
Economics, University of Ken- er growth, and cows fall off in sirable for the establishment of
and
ture mixture in Whitley county.
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
the most digestible
tucky.
milk production unless they get the trees, but continued cultivafor both
tion with cover crops resulted in
College of Agriculture and
e forage tested
Bill
of
Crider
Boyd
extra feed.
county
has
S.
U.
as
hybrid
varieties
Such
which were
soil depletion and erosion
Home Economics
a dairy herd which averaged
g and lambs
coon
make
103
will
Ky.
and
13
hrtile
and
the
pasture
Keeping
test.
tion Service, reports that land yet, if the season is favorable.
By OLIVER C. ALLCOCK
1,003 pounds of milk in May.
in the pasture
mowing it when it begins to head
Portugal led the world spice
capability maps have been pre- County agents also know of sevLATE POTATOES
ladino clover the
Service)
Conservation
(Soil
for
Elliott
a
county
has
4-H
club
out tend to keep grass growing
opt
covering
used,
farms
339
for
pared
of
Because
grasses
rainy
weather and
N. I. Teasley of the Cedar
legumes and
eral other varieties that a ill can and rich in protein throughout trade until the 17th Century.
membership of 746 boys and
dicool nights, the early potato crop Bluff community has construct- 65,205 acres in the Caldwell be grown.
In palatability and
girls.
the season.
advanced
should
be a good one, and there ed a pond for livestock water County SOH Conservation Disseason
the
The selection of 31 trees to sell
hIllY as
Most any kind of soybeans can
were
trict, as of June 30, 1950.
be
should
all
pastures
plenty
for
winfarm.
his
on
the
though
this year is the start of a forest
be sown yet for hay. They can CLOVER SEED HARVESTED
ter, if it were possible to iteep
The Caldwell County District be harvested any time, without
This is the second pond
management program on the
Three vacuum seed harvesters
them
firm
and
Ununsprouted.
that
indicate
constructhas
acres
Teasley
whieh Mr.
has approximately 192,000
Hugh Egbert farm in Caldwell
ninents also
regard to maturity. For seed pro- were in operation in Caldwell
it
is
the
fortunately,
nature
of
conalhis
ed. They are a part of
county.
clover is better than
all of which are in Caldwell duction, only Lincoln and HawkIrish Cobblers to start sprouting servation farm plan.
county in an effort to save a maxpasture.
Ladino clover is receiving high
eye varieties are. recommended.
county.
as a hog
about
almost
no
•
Christmas,
mat
•
• •
imum of Ladino and button clo- • GOOD QUALITY
• • •
praise from farmers in McCrolu'Y
sudan
There is yet time to sow
About 36,000 acres of Caldter how they are stored, and it
the cOtinty, says County Agent
"Ky. 31 fescue is a good hay well county are in the Trade- grass. Broadcast or drilled at the ver seed at harvest time. It was • GOOD WORKMANSHIP
rgebel Phelps, fumes on
might be smart to have a late
HazW.
J.
he
green,"
cut
Corder,
if
George
D.
that
crop
road, estimates
water Soil Conservation Dis rate of about 25 pounds of seed estimated that, weather permitplanting, too, that should shy
per acre
Howard Stewart of Knott couni
zard told P. M. Sell, supervisor trict. The headquarters of the an acre, sudan can be grazed ting, 890 to 900 acres of fescue *GOOD VALUE
around 300 pounds
usable almost until next spring's
conservation
soil
small
ty
set two-tenths of an acre of
the local
on a
Tradewater District are at Daw- when about a food high, and cut and 300 to 400 acres of Ladino
potatoes come in. July is the of
hard grass seed
was strawberries a year ago, in late
district.
for hay when the first heads ap- clover would be harvested in the • IN GOOD TASTE
son Springs.
. The orchard grass
planting month for such a crop.
• • •
pear 30 to 50 feet apart. Sudan county.
Mr. Hazzard's experience with
with a binder and later run May, sold 12 crates for $8.40 a
Land
might
be
used
where
the
thresher.
crate.
this plant has shown that it can
conserva- will make more hay than either
soil
of
a stationary
calendar
The
just
first
peas
beans
the
or
stood,
•
•
Between 1,200 and 1,300 acres
be used for hay as well as for tion activities f o r • Caldwell soybeans or millet. Satisfactory
now ending. Or, the early green
leers who have expanded in Warren county were dusted patch (unless used for later protecting the soil and for pas- county for the summer months hay can be made after moderate
peen pastures program and or sprayed for army worm con- beans) may be available, or the ture.
includes construction of ponds frost, but care should be taken
• • •
for feed this trol.
a n d drainage ditches. Equip- in grazing sudan after frost.
not growing corn
first block of sweet corn. The obThere still is time to plant such
include J. W. Hazzard. W. In Trigg county, it is estimat- jection to using previously used
Maurice E. Humphrey, soil ment can be used on soils that
wham, Cadiz road; Raymond ed that 100,000 pounds of milk a land is that moisture may be. scientist of the Soil Conserva- are often too wet at other sea- early sorghums as Martin's ComAnnie D. McElroy, day are being sold, or more than
bine Milo and Early Combine Hesons of the year.
scant, but this year there should
gari.
Advised
Raisers
Hog
; Edwin Lamb, Eddyville double that of 1945.
be
deep
should
moisture
that
left
More than 400 farm people saw
Weeds in corn can be controlmake a fair crop.
To Keep Stock Watered
Corn production for 1949 was led by spraying with 2,4-D.
rs who put a complete 36 artificially sired heifer calves
would
be
Much
to
preferred
Hog raisers .are told by Grady 14 bushels per acre more than Where too big to use a tractor
re pragram should keep in exhibited at Princeton.
A seed company reported sel- be to have a new piece that had Sellards of the College of Agri- the 1935-39 average in North outfit, spraying can be •done with
liar farm should keep in
seed been cultivated to kill the sev- culture and Home Economics,
an airplane.
that to get the most from ling more packaged garden
America.
in Harlan county than in any eral crops of weeds as they start- University of, Kentucky, not to
ed, in which all this season's neglect water any time, and esother Kentucky county.
Twenty-two 4-H club members moisture had been saved, to make pecially in summer. Says he:
a bountiful potato crop.
We are fully equipped to properly clean
"Clean drinking water should
a pasture program it must be fulPlanting time is governed by be kept before hogs. Dirty ponds
ly utilized through livestock.
the variety used. If it is the may mean disease or worm inyour seed with three large modern cleaners.
• • •
"July" potato of long tradition, festation. Hogs should not be
Your
Billy Mitchell, 4-H member of the date is July 10, or even a
permitted to wallow in the
Bring us your Fescue, Ladino Clover, Orthe Otter Pond community, has few days before. Such seed is not
Headquarters
drinking water. Automatic wata good Hereford calf on feed for to be found at seedmen's, but its
erers attached to barrels keep
the calf show and sale to be held close relative, McCormick, might
For
chard Grass, Red Top, Wheat, Barley, Oats, and
drinking water clean.
in Princeton this fall. Billy has be. Two excellent varieties are
of moisture
"Evaporation
been weighing his calf at the end Katandin and Sequoia, which
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
all other varieties grown in this section.
through the pores of the skin is
of each month and to date it has many seedsmen do handle. Their
animals
nature's way of keeping
charge
of
free
promptly,
stock
averaged gaining better than two
up your dead
Because
in Rockcastle county set patches comfortable in summer.
pounds a day.
of strawberries of one-fourth acre practically all pores of fattening
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfeded
hogs are covered by fat, few of
each.
them function, and little evapordaily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
ation takes place through the
IT ISN'T FAIR! HE ALWAYS
skin. Hogs, therefore, when unKEEPS IN TRAINING BY sa
comfortably warm resort to arDRINKING WHOLESOME
MILK PRODUCED BY 4 tificial means of keeping the
Incorporated
skin moist. It pays to supply hogs
PRINCETON CREAMERY
a clean wallow for use in the
2 Miles South on Cadiz Road ..
hot months."

• - GARDEN 1

C. P'Pool Tractor
d Implement Co.

rguson Tractors

SOUTHERN CROSS SEED
Princeton, Kentucky

planting time is July 10 to 20.
Still another is Green Mountain,
whose planting time is the same,
but it needs more moisture than
the other two. All these are
"tops" in quality, and it is their
nature to sprout slowly in even
common storage. All can survive
moderate first frost, and may
continue growing well into October.
There is of course Kentucky's
old favorite, Irish Cobbler, but
when moisture is spotty, it yields
uncertainly, as it cannot wait for
fall rains to start. It has one advantage that it may be planted
as late as August 15, if land preparation must be delayed.

Thinking of Insulating Your Home?
is a big reason why big industries like General Electric,
pot, helvinator, Montgomery Ward, Serve! and Westingand a number of others use Fiberglas Insulation.
h guaranteed for the life of the building against settling
losing insulation value, also against moisture and rot.
.the price is reasonable. Call or write us for free estimate.

0. BERKLEY
Paducah

'
grii
FOR 35 YEARS—AN ANNUAL MONEY-SAVING EVENT

Drive home the facts!
on General Super Squeegee Tires
je
b

Greater strength, up to 82% stronger than
ordinary tires. .jet• Cold • Rubber tread for
longer mileage. Dual Traction tread for quicker stopping traction; safer running traction.

on General Silent-Safety Tires
First and Finest
for
thrills and thrift
Chevrolet brings you the finest
combination of thrills and
thrift„. wah its new 105-h.p.
V alve-in -Head
Engine'—most
Powerful in the entire lowOnce field—or its highly improved, more powerful standard Valve in-liead
Engine.

First and Finest
for all-around safety
at lowest cost
Only Chevrolet offers this fivefold protection: (1) Curved
Windshield with Panoramic
Visibility (2) Fisher Unisteel
Glass
Body (3) Safety Plate
all around (4) Unitized KneeAction Ride (5) Certi-Safe
Hydraulic Brakes.

First and Finest
for styling and comfort
at lowest cost
Chevrolet's Style-Star Bodies
by Fisher provide extra-wide
form-fitting seats — extra-generous head, leg and elbow
room—extra value in every
detail of styling and comfort
in this longest and heaviest
low-priced cart

it's

Come in—drive a Chevrolet and you'll know why
BEST BUY I
AMERICA'S BEST SELLER...AMERICA'S Lao, wad" at tiara roil.

aid
41 el Pow•igliolo Aatonratio roanolnisio
.
6
"
.C..

Jo'-i.. Engine optional on De

First and Finest for
driving and riding ease
at lowest cost
Only Chevrolet offers finest
no-shift driving, with Powerglide Automatic Transmission
and I05-h.p. Engine* . . . or
finest standard driving, with
highly improved standard Engine and Synchro-Mesh Transmission . . . at lowest cost.

Tread pattern changes every inch; angles
non-skid design in direction tire is turning
for easier steering and parking. Dual
Traction tread for greater safety.

on General Silent-Grip Tires

•

Famous windshield-wiper tread design wipes
a dry track for quicker stops rain or shine;
gives tremendous traction on all roads.

on General Puncture-Sealing
Safety Tubes that prevent punctures because they,
seal as they roll. Made of 100% natural rubber. Retain
correct air pressure, aid tire mileage and absorb shocks.

\\\\v‘
UP TO 50% OFF on Famous Makes Traded in for New Generals

Thursday,
,
July
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Mr. and Mrs, Ray Bills, Atlan- Mrs. J. A. Stegar, at her
ta, Ga., are visiting her mother, "Waveland".

sister, Miss Sara Mildred Lamb, Beck - Ladd
who wnre an aqua model with
Atinausiasmant-i5..0fide a the
'At .5O rff.-ilely-4h
accessories. Her flowers marriage of Miss Lois Beck to Mr.
white
Princeton,
in
Churit
Christian
Charles Ladd- on liaturday, July
were whit* eantatirms.
Miss Nora Dell Lamb, daughter
the Lutheran
Mr. Waymon Cook served Mr. 1, at 4 p.m., at
Church' at South Chicago, Illiof Mr. and Mrs. Austin Lamb of Johnson as best man.
nois. The impressive single ring
Princeton, became the bride of
Mrs. Johnson is a senior at ceremoby was performed by the
and
Mr.
of
son
Hafford Johnson,
Butler High School and Mr. John- pastor. '
Mrs. D. E. Johnson of Cerulean. son is a graduate of Trigg County
The bride, daughter of Mr. and
The Reverend George W. Filer High. He is employed at the Shell
Mrs. John Beck, Chicago, wore a
officiated at the double-ring cere- Service Station at Princeton. He
white organdy gown and a waist
is one of the Sunshine Boys a.nd
mony.
length veil. Her bouquet was of
On
Johnson
Jimmy
known
as
is
The bride was lovely in a navy
white carnations and lillies of
sharkskin suit with white acces- the air.
the valley.
The couple ure at home ut 634
sories. Hei flowers were red carBridesmaids were her sisters.
North Jefferson street in Prince- Joan and Jean, who wore blue
nations.
ton.
her
by
attended
The bride was
and pink gowns of taffeta and
carried pink and white bouquets
No.
8
District
Reserve
of carnations. Miss Erlyn French,
Charter No. 3064
maid of honor, was dressed in a
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
mint green gown of net and carried a bouquet of white carnations.
Mr. Tom Haney was best man.
Michael Ladd, brother of the
CLOSE
THE
KENTUCKY,
AT
OF
STATE
THE
OF PRINCETON IN
groom, and Mr. Clarence Guff
OF BUSINESS ON JUNE 30, 1950, PUBLISHED IN
were ushers. The bride's Mother
COMPTROLLER
BY
RESPONSE TO CALL MADE
wore blue print silk and flow5211,
SECTION
OF THE CURRENCY, UNDER
ers were white carnations. The
U. S. REVISED STATUTES
groom's mother, Mrs Tilford
Ladd, wore navy blue organdy,
ASSETS
,
white •corsage, gloves and hat.
1. Cash, balances with other banks, reserve balance,
The bride was given in marriage
780,217.17
collection
of
and cash items in process
by her father, Mr. John Beck.
2. United States Government obligations, direct and
After the ceremony the wed876,000.00
guaranteed
ding party had a 6 o'clock chick571,940.95
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisions
en dinner at "Buckleys" on Indi32,000.00
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
anapolis Blvd. A reception was
5. Coroprate stocks (including $4,500.00 stock of Fedheld at the bride's home from 8
4,500.00
eral Reserve Bank)
p.m. until mid-night. The couple
6. Loans and discounts (including $897.39 dverdrafts) 1,141,608.09 left. for a few days honeymoon
7. Bank premises owned $1.00, furniture and fixtures
in Kentucky, after which they
$1.00
will be at home at 3500 East 104th
153.25
assets
Other
11.
street, Chicago, Illinois.
$ 3,406,421.46
TOTAL ASSETS
12.

Glassware

Lamb - Johnson

13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
The beautiful formal gardens of
2,385,615.31
corporations
Mrs. Shell Smith on Eddyville
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and cor
415,294.37 road were open to the members
porations
of the Rose and Garden Club for
15. Deposits of United States Government (including
91,752.34 their annual picnic last Thursday
postal savings)
225,142.18 evening, beginning at six o'clock.
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
Mrs. V. E. Nuckols, chairman
16,721.12
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)
of picnic arrangement commit$3,134,525.32
19.
TOTAL DEPOSITS
tee, and Mrs. Charles Geiger,
23. Other liabilities
234.20 state bird chairman,
arranged the
24.
TOTAL LIABILITIES
3,134,759.52 delicious picnic supper.
Dr. C. F. Engelhardt entertainCAPITAL ACCOUNTS
ed the members with a tape re25. Capital Stock:
cording of an address, "The Hob(c) Common stock, total par $75,000.00,
75,000.00 by Beautiful", by Dr. Pearson of
26. Surplus
75,000.00 Moline, Illinois, which was made
27. Undivided profits
46,661.94 at lthe nation* convention of
28. Reserves
75,000.00 the American Rose Society held
29.
TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
271,661.94 in Davenport, Iowa, recently. Also
30.
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL ACon the recording were greetings
to the Princeton Society extendCOUNTS
3,406,421 46
ed by both the president of the
school of science at Purdue UniMEMORANDA
versity, and the secretary, Dr. R.
31. Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and
C. Allen, horticulturist, Harrisfor other purposes
475,000.00 burg, Pa.
Dr. and Mrs. Engelhardt were
State of Kentucky, County of Caldwell, as:
delegates from the Princeton
I, Henry Sevison, President of the above-named bank, do solclub to the national convention,
emnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my
and Dr. Engelhardt was appointknowledge and belief.
ed chairman of the resolutions
HENRY SEVISON, President.
committee of the national organCorrect---,
Attest:
ization.
G. G. HARRALSON
Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal
CHAS. RATLIFF
have moved to their new home
SAM KOLTINSKY, Directors.
on the Dawson road. Mr. and Mrs.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 10th day of July, 1950. Henry Price and children have
moved to the home formerly ocHELEN W. JONES, Notary Public.
cupied by the Rosenthals on
My Commission expires July 14, 1953.
Highland avenue.

Outfit speakers at the picnic
meeting of the business and Professional Women's club, held at
Kuttawa •Spriplis. Monday, July
10, were E. L. Williamson, Ed
Johnstone and Dr. C. F. Engelhardt. Mr. .Williamson and Mr.

Johnstone appeared on the program to explain plans for organizing a Caldwell County Chamber of Commerce and to request
the organization's support of the
project. Dr. Engelhardt gave a report on the recent trip he and
Mrs. Elgelhardt made to Iowa.
Approximately 45 members and
their guests attended the meeting,

Mr., Seigle'matt. ni
Tenn,, Mr.
Frederick p,
Of Chattanooga,
Tem,
Mrs. Paul W. Lynch
'
441
ter of Dawson spriag;
W. II. Taylor, of pr
guests Of Ws, bathe
the Friendship
conrm

Birthdays and
other Occasions

AMERICAN
SCEPTRE

Gifts
for Brides

for anniversaries or
AMERICAN LADY
birthdays. Select on.or a dozen
for serving cake, pastries or In (Amthyst or Clear)
candies ... to use in sets as
NEW PATTERNS service plates ... or to decorate
walls and china cabinets. Eleven
Spinet, Colonial Dame
inches in diameter. Genuine 23
karat gold filigree over colorful Green and Century
rims. Shown with center of
These patterns now in stock
GODEY LADIES. Several other
beautiful centers to choose from.
at
Come in and see them.

ELDRED HOWE. CO.

CLEARANCE
ALL
MEN'S

SUMMER
SPORT

WEIGHT
SHIRTS

Cool Mesh

Smoothe

Cool Crisp

Weaves

Cool Rayons

Cottons

Why suffer with the
heat when you can
stay cool for only

Assorted colors. We
have your size too.

July
Clearance

Buy Now and Save,
You can't believe
but it's true.

PRICES SLASHED! ENTIRE STOCK MEN'S
HIGHER PRICED SUMMER SUITS
INYLON
RAYON TROPICALS .

CORD

SUITS

Many To Choose From

of

but get there

138 SUMMER DRESSES
Doris Dodson Juniors

1900

early.

All

Range

ON SALE $12.00

Drastically
Reduced
BUY NOW AND
SAVE

$12.95 range

on sale $10.00

$1.50 $2.00

$10.95 range

on sale $ 8.00

and $3.00

$ 8.95 range

on sale $ 6.00

You yon't want to miss this big mid-season
offer - - - so come and make you selections early.

Sam Howerton

• Part Rayon
Part Nylon
'Wrinkle Resistant

Stay

At Hot Prices
MEN'S

Cool With Little
Cost
MEN'S
and BOYS

Broadcloth
Pajamas

For

'EN

Vita

You g

$1.00

Coat Style
Sanforized

Americ

Only $2.00

FR
rter Ni 5257

JR. BOYS'

1000 YDS. OF

KNIT SHIRT AND
BOXER SHORT SET

SUMMER COTTONS
and

RAYONS
While It
Lasts

Sizes2to 6

444.

Farm
PRINCETON
F BURNES
TO CA
CU

Per Yd

STOCK CAR
OUTPERFORMS
131 OTHER CARS
IN 2118-MILE
PAN-AMERICAN
ROAD TEST!

LADIES!

LOOK!

Our Loss Is Your
While 125 Cool
Gain.
Crisp Cotton Sun
OVER 200
Back
Summer Dresses
All Wanted ColDRESSES
ors & Sizes.
Last Only
While

ALL SUMMER
SHOES

ALL WOMEN'S

131.00
Reduced For Immediate 2.00
Buy Now And Save.
.00

SUMMER PURSES
Drastically
Disposal.

MANY OTHER VALUES TOO NUMEROUS TO
MENTION. BE HERE FOR YOUR RIGHTFUL
SHARE.
Portland, Orogen, flask** a winning units
abet Pu•ses 1116.113"10 vldkdY1132 andtelesk kkd S..et,

MI oldorod, but

51 do

only 33 Onlohod tka rorpool ma. Aral Aria

&Ili Sal Sea

STEVENS CHEVROLET
W. Market St.

EMEM

Drastically Reduced

They Last

Horshol

SA

Swim Trunks

FOR ONLY

1111111/11 131
Ii81ff11118KIM111111111111

The "Rocket RR" proves it's really great! Oldsmobile's
spectacular action star sweeps first place honors hi one of
the longest, most hazardoup durability testa on record2,178 miles over the new Pan-American Highway! Here's
undisputed evidence-umnistakable proof-of the peak
performance and remarkable endurance built into the
"Rocket" Oldsmobile. Try the thrilling "Rocket" ride
yourself-make your data with a "Rocket 8" today!

Carolyn

gy, Bobbie
sargaret A

eed th

Cool Values
Men's

Summer
Straws

Nelly Dons

ity.

OR

and
Sizes 9 thru 44

ie, and Mr"
Rice, all of
crick D.
Team. 1513e
ys with hi
Hayes, of

$1.66

$2.00

$19.85, $16.95, $14.95

lr•
An
spent
orraY,
mothe
her
h, Highland
day guests
McConnell
Faroe Tray
Mrs. Garlan

.,.s.rtavd;Fred

for Brides -

Mrs. Smith Host To
Rose, Garden Picnic

LIABILITIES

B&PW Picnic Held
At Kuttawa Springs

Oat

rho int twury wrone

AGAIN IT'S

Cash, balan
balance, and
Unfted Stat
guaranteed
Obligations o
Other bonds,
Corporate st
bank)
Loans and di
. Bank premi
tures $1.00
Other assets
TOTAL

• Demand de
corporations
. Time deposi
PoratIons •
• Deposits of
Postal savi
Deposits of
• Other deposi
•
TOTAL
• Other
habil'
•
TOTAL

• Capital
Stoc
(e) Corn
Surplus .• •
• Undivided
•
TOTAL
•
TOTAL
CO

Assets Pledg
for Other
p

State ç

K
I, c. E. K

Irswear tha
and belief

Sworn to

Phone 3505

,
o1,rand

13, 1950
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R.-iinday for Girl Scout camp
oZ5Lèad.r
Bear Creek at Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Brown LowMr. and Mrs, E. B. Vinson and
Ralph, and Mr. and Mrs. Earl is, Star Route 3, on the birth of
Adams and children spent Sun- a son, James Larry Lewis, June
day at Kentucky Lake.
28.
George Powell and Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. William Hershel
Mrs. G. W. Franklin have just re- Jenkins, 208 Grace street, on the
turned from a week's visit with birth of a son, William Lewis
lj.anAM 2 F. H. Franklin,
Jen1clns Jnne29.
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Rev. and Mrs. Odes George
Mrs. Luther Hayes has return- Priddy, 317 South Seminary, on
ed to her home in the Friendship the birth of a son, William Gorcommunity after spending the don Priddy, July 1.
weekend with her sister, Mrs. W.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Griggs, AkH. Taylor and Mr. Taylor, High- ron, Ohio, on the
birth of a
land avenue.
daughter, Vickie Lynn Griggs,
Miss Marilyn Adams, daughter at the Princeton Hospital July
1.
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bennett
Highland avenue, is visiting her France,
Fredonia, on the birth of
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Hew- a son, Bobby Joe
Fraliex, at the
lett McDowell, near Farmers- Princeton
Hospital, July 1.
ville.
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Rudolph
Seay, 209 North Harrison, on the

Congratulates

Anna E. French, student
tray, spent the weekend
het mother, Mrs. Ethel
Highland avenue.
ay guests of Mr. and Mrs.
McConnell were Mr. and
;'IrTrivetaeteNallitut..MeGarland Traylor and
al Board, Providence; Mr.
le, Fred McConnell and
ie and Mr. and Mrs. Lana(c, all Of Princeton,
erick D. Hayes, ChattaTenn., spent the July 4th
with his mother, Mrs.
liVeS, of the Friendship
Carolyn Adams, Ann
Bobbie Ann Coleman,
.aret Ann Vinson left

-.•••••••

ummeetime 1$
rr,

'ENERGY PICK-UP"
eed the children ...

h little
St
is
YS'

runks
Reduced

SANDWICHES

... chock full of Proteins
Vitamins, Iron, Calcium, etc.
You get it only 'with Nutritious

=beam
America's Finest Energy Bread
FROM YOUR FAVORITE GROCER
Reserve Dietrict No. 8

REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE

Farmers National Bank
PRINCETON IN THE STATE OF KENTUCKY, AT THE CLOSE
F BUSINESS ON JUNE 30, 1950, PUBLISHED IN RESPONSE
TO CALL MADE BY COMPTROLLER OF THE
( URRENCY, UNDER SECTION 5211, U. S.
REVISED STATUTES
ASSETS
Cash, balances with other banks, including, reserve
balance, and cash items in process of collection..
United States Government obligations, direct
d
guaranteed
Obligations of States and political subdivis' s
Other bonds, notes, and debentures
Corporate stock (including $4,500.00 ock of Federal
bank)
Loans and discounts (includi
4,591.81 overdrafts)
Bank premises owned $ ,000, furniture and fixtures $1.00
Other assets
TOTAL

DON'T FORGET

Everybody Invited

BauteA

Bible School To
Start At Lebanon

See Our Display
Of The Latest

KODAKS and CAMERAS

One group girdles and
Brassiers Half Price

and

MOVIE

ALL SUMMER DRESSES and
ALL SUMMER SUITS GREATLY
REDUCED FOR THIS MONEY
SAVING SALE.

The
BROWNIE FLASH SIX-20

M

Many Other Bargains Galore!
SHOP

WOOD DRUG STORE

CLEARANCE SALE

TODAY

home of the week*

824,194.59
202,018.45
5,000.00

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Capital Stock:
(c) Common stock, total par $50,000.00,
• Surplus
• Undivided

2,404,565.82
MEMORANDA

Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and
for other purposes

C E. Kercheval, cashier of the above-named bank, do soltirswear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowand
C. E KERCHEVAL, Cashier.
Correct-Attest:
B. T. DAUM
W. C. SPARKS
.1 F. GRAHAM, Directors.
1950.
rn to and subscribed before me this 5th day of July,
Sa
"
MAE HOLLOWAY, Notary Public.
MY C°111mIttsian expires 2-2-1954.

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

59.00
39.00
39.00
33.00
33.00
23.00
19.00
17.00

SLACKS

• beautiful baked-on enamel
colors (choice of 10) • ex.clulb.(' ventilated louvre design
• aluminum construction lasts
windproof, sagproof,
Co
stormproof. sunproof, fireproof • custom•made to fit
your house • expertly installed
• no seasonal maintenance
• unconditiondly guaranteed

Patented design permits
air passage through v•nts
• forand louvres, p
mation el heat pockets.

'Selected this week, this Wriest of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Warner
at 7927 S. Campbell Ave., Chicago, Illinois

for Porches and Patios . . .
preNct porch furnitar• and
give MOM f000
roge .
for outdoor li•img

for Windows ...
110 wlit• protection against inn
end rein .
admit c•trliag
breezes.

tanurphre for Door.
flailh

4.0016.

melte shops whir
, ghee row
'saved Pre1•••1".

4244'42222f

6.95
".95
8.95
9.75
10.95
12.95
14.95
15.00
15.95
17.95

now
now
now
now
now
now
now
now
now
now

OM. ENT
VENTILATED ALUMINUM AWNINGS
make this home pg_it..! BEAUTIFUL
toRE COMFORTABLE moo VALUABLE
Yes, this house IS beautiful ... and •comfortable

380,000.00

State of Kentucky, County of Caldwell,

•

Regular Long and
Fancy Shirts From Our
Regular Stock ... We can't
advertise the name, but
you'll recognize them as
America's best buy. Regular 3.65 - 3.95 - 4.58.

$2.65

Short Sleeve
3.65
3.95
4.50
5.00
5.95
6.95
7.95
8.95
10.00

now
now
now
now
now
now
now
now
now

2.35
2.65
2.95
3.65
3.95
4.65
5.65
5.95
7.95

One Group 3.50 All Silk Ties Now $1.50

AC-

COUNTS

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

20,001.00
7,741.69

50,000 00
100,000.00
48,000.00
196,000.00

profiti

TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL

Summer Weights and
Regular Weights

One Group Pajamas At Great Reduction

4,500.00
918,751.90

2,208,565.87

TOTAL LIABILITIES

Many Fine Values From Our Regular Stock - All Sizes, Colors
FAMOUS BRAND
MEN'S SUITS
SPORT SHIRTS
NAME SHIRTS

75.00
65.00
59.00
50.00
45.00
35.00
29.50
27.50

422,358.19

LIABILITIES
and deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
corporations
1,884,494.75
Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
131,859.62
Deposits
of United States Government (including
Postal savings)
18,948 93
. Deposits of States and political subdivisions •
155,541.48
•
Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)
11,133.06
TOTAL DEPOSITS
$2,201,977.84
Other liabilities
6,587.98

Equipment

-ALSO--

$ 2,404,565.82

E'TS

Cooperative

REDUCED FOR CLEARANCE

ENERGY BREAD

)-

8:00 P. M. CST

in WEDGES and HEELS

For that between-the-meal

BUN

SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
July, 20, 1950

ALL WHITE SHOES and
ONE GROUP OF COLORED SHOES

EMEMBER, MOTHER...

OR

NEW FORD!
S 49
(
2.47;...
..

KO-OP KWIZ 'NTEST

All Summer Piece Goods
Greatly Reduced

a

Sgt. and Mrs. V. P. Woodall Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Jarvis,
and children, Nancy and Perry, Highland avenue, over the weekFort Knox, visited her parents, end.

There were 61 at Training UnMrs. Owen Crowder and daughion Sunday when Bro. Roy Franter, Geraldine, spent the weekend
cis, Jr., brought the message.
in Hot Springs, Arkansas.
Misses Mary Spangler and
Mrs. Dewey Pool spent one
night last week in Erin, Tenn.
Dorothy Cash are visiting in ChiThe homecoming service at
Mrs. Keel'has been visiting her
cago.
ood
Spring
Presbyterian daught,
airs.Dewey .lioaL..-ev. lEd -Mrs.
urclonun7jiliJ will
Leon Young of Louisville spent
accompanied Mrs. Lou Hurt, who open with Sunday School at 10
has been visiting in their home o'clock and will be followed by the Fourth with home folk.
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
II
preaching by the pastor, the Rev.
birth of k daughter, Benita Ann
Plal
Guy Moore. Basket dinner will and George Powell spent a few elan
NM WV
Seay, July 3.
11.11.11
be served at the noon hour and days in Murfreesboro, Tennessee,
SWIM
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Orvil special singing
will be featured as the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Dunning, 108 Trim street, Daw- in the afternoon.
Frank
Franklin.
Everyone is inson Springs, on the birth of a vited to attend
Miss Sue Dillingham has been
and enjoy a real
daughter, Sharon Kay Dunning, day of worship
and fellowship visiting her sister in Morgantown.
at the Princeton Hospital, July 4. together. The goal
Misses Amarlis and Violet Rolfor the SunMr. and Mrs. Willis Henry Can- day School is
lins spent their vacation in Nash100.
ada, Fredonia, on the birth of a
Fifty-eight attended Sunday ville.
daughtter, Linda Sue Canada, at
Mrs. Mettie Morris is slowly
School here last Sunday.
the Princeton Hospital, July 5.
Mr. Chester Harper of Detroit improving. ,
is visiting his father, Mr. A. W.
Mr. George Glass of Detroit has
Harper, and other relatives.
been visiting his parents.
Mrs. Hester Powell and suns,
Misses Annabell and Daisy
Holt, Naomi Tosh and Wanda •Leon and Robert, were in DawStone spent a pleasant day Fri- son Springs Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
day with their school teacher,
Mrs. Luke' VanHposier of Farm- speat Sunday in Crittenden county.
ersville.
Monroe Powell was in the com- FOHS
Hall, Marion, Ky.
Misses Arnella Tosh and Annalene Harper returned home Sat- munity one day last week.
Sponsored Jointly By
urday after attending Youth
Southern States Cooperative
Camp at Ashland.
Miss Margaret and little Johnand
nie Gatten of Detroit are spending
their summer vacation with their
S. S. Crittenden
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. GilMARION, KY,
bert Blackburn.
A vacation Bible school will
Mr. Lonnie DeBoe of Bowling start at the
Lebanon Baptist
Green visited his parents, Mr. and Church on
Monday afternoon at
Mrs. W. H. DeBoe.
2 o'clock. The Rev. Travis Terfor several weeks, to Louisville rill, pastor of the church, will be
Saturday. While there they visit- in charge with the women of the
church assisting. Children of the
ed Mr. DeBell's parents.
community are urged to be preshas been visiting in their home
ent and a car will be sent for any
Mrs. Johnson Tosh and Marchild if the parent will contact
ion Wayne spent Sunday with
Rev. Terrill or Mrs. Tilford Ladd.
Mr. and Mrs. Auther Faughn and
Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Fleishman
Betty Jean.
of Louisville have returned home
Mrs. Wilfred Winters and Sara after spending the
Fourth with
Ann spent Sunday with Mrs. Edna Mr. and Mrs. M. C.
Cartwright
Cartwtight and family.
and Mrs. Mattie Cartwright.
Mrs. George Francis and JimMrs. Mallie Morse spent a fete
my were Sunday dinner guests days last week on Kentucky
of Mr. and Mrs. Luther Cart- Lake.
wright.
Mrs. Tilford Ladd and Michael
Mr.4.and Mrs. J. S. CAmpbell have returned home after an exand Sherry Ann Sons visited Mr. tensive visit to Detroit, Canada
and Mrs. Bert Switcher Sunday. and Chicago. While in Detroit
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Gordon, they Vsited a son, Edward, and
Jimmy and Jacky, spent the wi . They took a motor trip to
indsor and Ottawa, Canada.
Fourth with Mr. Lacy Keel an
Aftter a few pleasant days they
family.
A wedding shower wa given took a bus to Chicago to see anin honor of Mr. and
rs. Tom other son, Charles, and his famDARK ROOM SUPPLIES and GADGETS
Brown Saturday
ght in the ily. After another week o'f sightseeing they teturned home.
home of Mrs. F d Stewart.
For All Amateur and Professional
r. and Mrs. Charles Ladd,
Mrs. Lor
ogan visited her
Chicago,
spent
the
holidays
here.
Photographers
ansville Sunday.
aunt in
There will be an ice cream supMr and Mrs. Marshall Guilt
per
and
barbecue
at
Scottsburg
e' 'reined guests in their home
schoolhouse Friday night, July 14,
on the Fourth.
with
all
proceeds
to go to the new
Mr. and Mrs. James Campbell
spent Tuesday night with Mr. and county farm. Games will be
Phone 7
played
and food will be provided.
Mrs. J. S. Campbell.
911
808 S. Main
Hopkinsvilte, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. James George and Everyone. is cordially invited to
family spent Sunday with Mr. attend this community event.
and Mrs. Owen Morris.
Hopkinsville
Charles Paris and Preston Morris are in Evansville.
Mrs. John Peters and daughters, Lillie Mae and Milladean,
visited Mr. Lacy Keel and famStarts Wednesday July 12 - Through Saturday July 15 . ..
ily Wednesday night.

Store-Wide Clearance

:
4 :lie• a
,

•

Samlfteast

White Sulphur News Homecoming Will Dawson Road
Be Celebrated At
Good Spring 16th

10-20' cooler inside in summer, warmer in winter.
because of KoolVents outside. KoolVents are permanent in all weather, protect all openings all year
... make your house a finer living plate. See how
KoolVents can improve your house today! Accept
no substitutes!

Easy Payment Plans
to Fit Your Requirements.
rPhone 6213, Paducah or Tear Out and
iNal MO OW .M

KOOLVENT
Awning Div.. 121 S. 9th, Paducah

•

Wilkeaf phugottpo, ploom wed me the PUS COLO*
bOOKLET on Kootvesat AWNINGS and CANOPIIS.

Pktomo He

AdIr•••___
_
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.earer,•• -Mon-eseroareaake.s.of
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Beach Towels Reduced

Sport Coats
'

5 pairs $1.95

One Group Shoes and Mocassins At Great Savings
Regular

1.95

T-SHIRTS

UNION SHORTS
REDUCED

Broken

Lets

ROBES
Leas One-Third

8.95

RAINCOATS

Shirt Jackets
3.95

ALL SALES CASH
ALL SALES FINAL

Nome

Excellent buys in
First Quality

1

REGULAR

Regular

•

SPORT COATS

The. 1.00 and 1.5e

129

Mail!

Suits

Reduced

SOCKS

I.MEOW

I

of,'

Swim
4.95
5.95
6.50
6.95
7.95
8.95
9.95
10.95
10.95
12.00

No Charge Foe Cuffing Or Minor
Alterations. All Others At
Minimum Charge.

10.95 JACKETS
Now

ONE-RALF PRICE

6.95

Fmk &ilia Ca

,Jul

Thursda ,Jul
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Cincinnati Reds
Still Haye Good
Pitcher In Blackt

Atom Powered Airplanes At The Churches
On The Way Experts Say

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. in.
Sei'lee at 11:00 a. M.'
CYF meets at 8:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:90.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:00 p. m.

some nqUttr,-perhaps -a metal like
By James J. Stirebig
Washington — Atomic-powered mercury. The steam, or vaporized
airplanes may be almost literally metal, would drive a turbine
out of this world in performance geared to a propeller. The steam
—but they're likely to operate would be cooled in a condenser
and the liquid reused. Such an
much as those flying today.
indefinitely.
Officiabs have disclosed four airplane might run
2. The turbo-jet. In this engine CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
methods under consideration for
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
putting nuclear fission to work. the air drawn into a compressor
All are basically types of power would be forced through a jacket SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
plants now used in aircraft and around a reactor and expended
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
missiles. The major difference is by the heat. Then it would be
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
replacement of the combustion directed against a turbine which
chamber or heat source with a would drive the compressor — WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
lust as in any jet engine—and
nuclear reactor.
al8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
That difference is important. It the exhaust gases would be
eliminates the fuel problem and lowed to escape rearward.
3. The ram-jet or flying stove- OGDEN METHODIST
thus holds the prospect of virtually unlimited range at superson- pipe. This type of engine depends Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
ic speeds. A pound of uranium- upon forward motion to comMorning Worship, 10.45 o'clock
235 will do the work of about press air in the combustor. The
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6,000,000 gallons of gasoline. A atomic reactor would replace the
B-36 ought to fly about 2,000,000 combustion chamber, heating and 6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
miles with that much fuel in its expanding the air as it flows past
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
and escapes through the exhaust
tanks.
nozzle. Such an engine usually is o'clock
ENGINE NOW ON PAPER
The government has not yet considered only for unmanned
begun actual construction of an missiles because they must be FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
atom engine for aircraft. Scien- launched at great speed before
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
tists working on the project have they will operate on their own. In
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
solved many of the problems in addition, they are extremely
6:15 p.m. Training Union
theory. In effect, they have an noisy.
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
4. The atomic rocket. The reacengine on paper. Soon they must
Hour ttfif Prayer—Wednesday,
decide which type of engine will tor would replace the oxidizer or
be built first, since cost prohib- combustion element, which now 7:30 p. m.
its trying all types.
takes up a large share of the
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
Three of the proposed types weight of rocket fuel. This PRINCETON
of
carrying
the
permit
would
would operate in the atmosphere.
CHURCH Or THE IMMACUThe fourth, a rocket design, much more propellant and also LATE CONCEPTION, EARLpropelefficient
more
of
would be independent of thee air, the use
INGTON
but would be limited in range. lants.
First, third and fifth Sundays,
ROCKET POSSIBILITIES
Here are the four general types
The present power-on time of Mass at 2 o'clock.
being considered:
Second and fourth Sundays,
1. The steam turbine. This is a a rocket plane like the X-1 is. no
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
closed-cycle engine in which more than four minutes. Use of
atomic energy is used to boil atomic power to expand the pro- Mass at 10 o'clock.
pellant might increase that OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSenough to permit design of inter- PITAL CHAPEL
continental missiles of 5,000 miles' First, third and fifth Sundays,
range. Such an engine could fly Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
outside the atmosphere, where
Second and fourth Sundays,
air drag is virtually zero.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
The engine is just one problem
CALL 2210
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
of the atom-powered airplane.
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
Rev. William Borntraeger is
airplane itself
crew
and
the
The
Complete Insurance Service
the Rev. Richard
mcst be shielded from the atom- pastor and
111 W. Market St.
Clements is assistant pastor.
ic radiations. Metals must be
found to withstand the very high FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)

CITY TAX NOTICE
The 1950 City Taxes are now

temperatures, or means must be
found to cool the metals.
The job was begun just four
years ago with an Air Force contract under which the Fairchild
Engine and Airplane Corp. administers the project, known as
NEPA (Nuclear Energy for Propulsion of Aircraft). Nineteen
industrial organizations and ten
universities are participating.

due and if paid on or before July
20th, a 2% discount will be allowed. The books are now open
for collection.

GARLAND QUISENBERRY
Clerk-Collector

STOMACH SUFFERERS
GET AMAZING RELIEF
The HARVEY STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablets. SOLD ONLv AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.

NOTICE
All persons or firms who are interested in leasing a portion

GUSSY JUMPS TO HER TASK: Gussy Moran (left) of Santa
Monica, Calif., gets off both feet to make a high return during first
round match in mixed doubles championship tourney at Wimbledon London. At right is Gussy's partner, Adrian Quest of Australia. They topped French duo of Jean Borotra and Mrs. C. Hoegher in straight sets, 6-4, 7-5. (AP Wirephoto)

News From The Past

M. YN

Fredonia, Al

SMITH'S

TAILORED TO FIT YOUR

Regular Gasoline

23.9c

Ethyl Gasoline

24.9c

Leawood-Priced tar with
Rateirs-Nsiir Drives
afros Roes offortIvax etrIrina reeserenirxer

DEBT AND INCOME

Perfect Performance Combinatio

Many farm loans are made hurriedly without
consideration of the debt to the income from the
farm.

Market Street, each lot being forty feet on Market Street, and

made on a lot fronting East Market Street, eighty feet and run-

FEDERAL

ning back between parallel lines for a depth of sixty feet.

to the

make small principal payments.

and will lease said two lots each to a different individual or will

higher.
Caldwell County has a right to refuse any and all bids.

JOHN MORGAN
COURT

CLERK

BANK loans are carefully

AMORTIZED over a long period of time to

highest and best bidder

lease said one lot to one individual, according to whichever bids

LAND

.wwWW

fitted to the farm debt as well as the farm income.

Any person may bid on any one lot, both lots or the lot eighty
The county will lease

b.

Oftentimes these loans fit neither the farm

nor the income from the farm.

extending back between parallel lines seventy feet, or may be

Ft

. 0. BOX 256

• HARMONAIRES

Said bids will have to be for a period of twenty years from

A bid may be made for the leasing of two lots facing East

WI

Princeton, Ky.

Federal Land Bank Loans

the date the lease is signed.

INSPE

FURNITURE STORE

•

8, 1950.

ERMI

Allis-Ch(me
Dealer

CORNICK SERVICE STATION

Wm. G. Pickering, County Judge, on or before 10 A.M. August

COUNTY

New York — There is no doubt
but that the comeback of Ewell
Blackwell is complete.
The fact that the Cincinnati
Reds had been cellar dwellers all
spring is no fault of Black well's.
The six-foot-six stringbean who
hadn't been himself since 1917.
when he won 22 games and just
missed pitching two no-hit games,
has turned in some sparkling
games this season.
One of his best was a two-hit
10-inning victory over the surprising Chicago Cubs. Blacky
permitted only three balls to be
hit to the outfield. One of thrtm
was a three-run homer by Andy
Pafka that tied the score at 3-all
in the ninth.
In the game, Blackwell fanned
14 and walked five. It was the
first time he had hurled 10 innings
in two years.
It was also the first time this
year that Blacky won two games
in succession.
WALKER HAS IT
After he beat the Cardinals on
Willsonite Sun Glasses
May 12 by a 3-1 score on five
hits for his second triumph, he (Ground and Polished Lenses)
lost his next three starts, not because of his pitching but because Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
DIAL 3211
his mates couldn't get many runs.
In those three setbacks the Reds
made only two runs. ,
After his great season of 194'7,
Blackwell underwent a kidney
operation and was weak in 1948.
Then he hurt his shoulder and
was of little use in 1949, never
once going the distance.
This season, however, he is
heavier than ever at 210 pounds.
The Reds are last in team hitting and in driving in runs. If
they ever start hitting, Blackwell
might get back to a spot he enhappy to bring, for your listening pleasure. each Sue.
joyed three years ago when he
was the most feared pitcher in
Morning — 8:30 to 9 A. M. — WPKY
the game.

SAVE MONEY
Gas at Cornick's

hitch rack lot, may make a sealed bid and must hand same to

ts Shoul
nallY Kn
Baby Si

Quinn 4-H Club
Ple
New ork —AP)— As though
things weren't tough enough for Weiner
heldnbnr T
ggut aa iRt taco:itla
America's thoroughbreds!
whicuhii
nonwr e annual a
Nasrullah, Irish stallion pur- plans
ilt
chased by an American syndicate
oforrdearri
l.
b
4.y
, at the tR
from the Aga Khan for $372,000, July
chloeu;pietzl4rts.}17. country'
for
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17w
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breeding purposes.
b:sta
talctnt
The son of Nearde oat of Mumdays almost
taz Begum is the sirk of Nom',
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he chance
conqueror
of
Citation,
four-time
for an eve
and
leader, Bonnie Low
1940 Kentucky Derby winner
bab
ery,
can get a
the world's leading money win- group in singing ley 04
mother of Yo
ning thoroughbred.
tHu(c)pkkyi nlisomeleeemd. Anna
Dr. Alice So
Nasrullah is stationed at the
life
family
Paris,
Ky.
at
Claiborne Stud
of
niversity
in't'o
syndicate
Members of the
bers arat,4,4
e
thawellelpvbleeyd:Inamingen sooymet
clude A. B. Hancock, Sr., and T
sitter is her P
ed bheo
:
u
With
Robertathtehemaefnelath
Jr., Willard Woodward, John D. associate
Sine
e world.
Glenn
Hertz, H. F. Guggenheim, George
and
then, is reall
D. Widener and Mrs Marion du Crenshaw gave a report
parent, she
trip to Junior Week
Pont Scott.
owiedge that
in
ton which was
to play that
Thirteen upper Mississippi Val- members.
with confi
ley states supply about half of
Try A Leader chaitei
America's eggs.
in National
Alaska's Valley of 10,000
Smokes was discovered by a National Geographic Society expedition in 1916.
Hybrid corn has increased produeion per acre considerably in
OVER
North America.

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and amoitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters. shorti.v after the turn of the century. wrete them.
July 5, 1929. There is one happy cued meats, with the appropriate
day each year when the Elks accompanying relishes.
Lodge No. 1115 puts away "work• • •
ing care" and makes "whoopie"
July 5, 1929. Misses Hazel and
—and that is July 4th, when the Revis Hopper have returneed
annual picnic is held at Satter- home from a two weeks vacation
fleld's Grove. Quite a few of the with their aunt, Mrs. Logan
"elect" gathered yesterday to en- Johnson, of Herrin, Illinois.
joy the cool country breezes and
• • •
the delightful dinner of barbeJuly 5, 1929. Mrs. Laban Kevil
has returned from a two weeks
Sunday School every Sunday
pleasant visit in St. Louis, Mo.
afternoon at 2:30.
She was accompanied home by HOT PLANES STUDIED
THE
QUARTET
Preaching every second and
Mrs. Girard Kevil and son, GirLos Angeles — (AP) — Hot
fourth Sunday afternoons at
ard, Jr., of that city.
planes really get hot, fliers have
2:30.
BRING YOUR REQUESTS TO
• • •
discovered. When they start flyPrayer meeting every SaturJuly 5, 1929. Miss Virginia Mc- ing faster than sound they generSMITH'S FURNITURE STORE
day at 7:30 p. m.
Caslin has been absent from her ate the same kind of heat that
Patronage
of This Store Will Keep The Harmon%
Our
position at the Princeton Shoe burns up meteors which enter
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor. Company due to indisposition this the earth's atmosphere. Now the
Coming To You Each Sunday Morning
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30 week.
University of California is ready
a. m.
• • •
to learn and do something about
July 9, 1929. Sunday,. July 14 it. ,
Sunday School-10 a. al.
will be a day of great rejoicing
Preaching-11 a. m.
A new wind tunnel has been
and prayerful thanksgiving for built on the Los Angeles campus
Training Union-6:45 p. m.
in
MethAists,
and
one
Princeton
Evening Worship-7:45 p. m.
to study heat generated by fast
Hour of Prayer—Wedgesday, which the whole community will planes. It is hoped to learn what
join in spirit, for the first ser- kind of cooling systems will be
7:45 p. m.
vice will be held in the new aud- needed by such planes.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
itorium of the new church buildOld—Madisanville Road, Rev ing on Cave and Main streets. , color, our price, only 10c . . .
William E. Cunningham, pastor
Men's shirts, full cut, triple
• • •
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
July 9, 1929. The Caldwell stitched, our price 39c.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. county oil fields are now boomYoung People's Service 6:00 ing and Kentucky, with the exBuild up YOUR SOIL with
p.m.
ception of Kansas, is today the
EvangelisticService 7:30 p.m. scene of the greatest "Wild Cat"
prayer drilling campaign for gas and oil
Wednesday everIng
service 7:00 p.m.
ever witnessed in this central
section of the nation.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
• • •
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
July
9,
1929.
Miss LaRue Stone
Preaching services every second and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. and Grayson Harrelson motored
to Central City Sunday in the
and 7 p. m.
latter's new Plymouth roadster
Prayer meeting every ThursROCK PHOSPHATE
to spend the day with Miss Virday night at 7 p. m.
Particles so finely ground
ginia Petty, who has been the
they look like face powder
Sunday school every Sunday
popular guest of Mrs. C. L. Lan... feed each tiny root hair
morning at 9:45 a. m.
with nature's richest source
der here.of natural phosphate.
Sc.
CUMBERLAND
40 It costs little or no more to
July 9, 1929. Prof. K. R. CumPRESBYTERIAN
get the fixely powdered rock;
mins went to Nashville, TennesW. H. Tallent, minister
just insist on the FOUR LEAF
brand for quick results.
see, to consult Dr. Horace Gaden
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
PUS Poym•rtis fee la Um!
last week. Mrs. Cummins and
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
NOM Thentsen PII•sphot• Comport?,
"HOPPY" CRISP, Mgr.
Messrs. Malcolm, Norwood and
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
407 So•th .....ern St., Miser,Si IS.
raw letai design,
es
so,
Phone 9121
Joe
Cummins
drove
to
the
TenEvening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Hopkinsville Street
Prayer meeting every Wednes- nessee capitol city Sunday to
E. F. ORDWAY
day at 7:45 p. m., followed ...by bring him home.
FREDONIA, KY.
• • •
choir rehearsal.
Phone 9-J and 9-W
July 9, 1929, Mr. S. L. Holland
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
of Elizabetht6wn is here in view
(Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
(
4 11 Anterica'a Loartqa-Prired
Services every second Saturdak of lot-tilting. He is now the guest
Straight Eight
night„at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday of his son-in-law, Mr. B. N. Lus08174.4 Wen extra inmost/mesa, extra pair.,
by,
at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
•
July 9, 1929. .32-inch gingham,
services on fourth Sunday at 11
a. m. and 7:30 pt rn.
solid color or fancy prints, fast

of the lot on East Market Street, Princeton, Kentucky, known as the

by sixty feet.

13,

goows size mu,TOO

13,

Interest at 4%

per annum, guaranteed thipughout the term of
the contract.
NO APPLICATION - - - or

APPRAISAL FEES

THREE RIVERS NAT'L
FARM LOAN -ASSOCIATION
DIAL 3351
PRINCETON,

P. 0. BOX NO 70
KENTUCKY

The Meet

Rosati!

Mims on

You know you're driving something
special when you corrunand the extra
power, the luxurious smoothness and
the effortless ease of a Pontiac Silver
Streak Straight Eight. And how earl it
ism command with Hydra-Matic Drive!
No clutch pedal,no constant shifting—
just set a !wow, relax and ant
Pontiac is die lowest-priced car in
America offering the perfect perform•nee combination of straight-eight
power and Hydra-Matic Drive. Come
in and see how easily and economically
you can enjoy traveling first class.
•optima us all **AA Snore sies

Bollari. Do/her
sou t beat a

M. & S.

OR & Implement Co.

201

E. Market St

Ube*

ATTIA
Phone 3161

ACO MA RE
HIS WEAR BY
ING TOUGH!
R CAR, TRUC
RJA MACHINE
BRICATED. A

CUMMI
AIN

is POWER

•I1
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13, 1950
PREACHER IS CONSTABLE •
Yolo; Calif: — (AP) — This
is a good litHe Comm. It ought to
be: Rev. Joseph Idelle, pastor of
the Yolo Community Church, has
been elected constable. The minister polled 11 of, 21 write-in
votes: And it was all very much
of a surprise to Rev. Helle. He
.id Taylor Marke
."..11'e arusouneed-hia
king -5re a"
(lacy nor campaigned.
doe .ahnost all of us
he hail the $6 a month job
chance to get Out of
of preserving law and order. The
evening—that
an
for
pay is low because the Yolo
n get a baby sitter.
County Board of Supervisors
chilother of young
turned Yolo law enforcement
Dr. Alice Sowers, pro- over to a deputy sheriff three
education
Years ago and they cut the confamily life
verity Of Oklahoma, stable's salary to $5 to discourage
anyone from running. Rev. Belle
tter is her passport to
says he'll give the job a try.
world. Since the siten, is really that of Teacher Magazine, Dr. Sowers
parent. she needs the says that despite the fact parowledge that will en- ents do
everything they can to
play that important
keep their children healthy and
with confidence and
safe, invariably they will bring
in National Parent- into their homes girl baby sitters

Should
ally Know
by Sitter

eel's. mks
im Robert
,
ie
Sing
to tht
the 4,11
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ling sol„
h the rnmth,
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ave a repot
"r Week et
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ERMITE SPECIALISTS
CONTRACTS Some of Largest in
The Country

OVER 3,500

FREE
INSPECTION AND ESTIMATES

WITTY AND CARL
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
0 BOX 256

PHONE 775-W

HE MUST BE USING
)

MARFAK!

QUA
TO
RE
he Ha

orning
CO MARFAK CHASSIS LUBRICANT ACTIVELY
S WEAR BY STICKING TO THE JOB AND JUST
6 TOUGH! SAVES MONEY ON REPAIR BILLS.
CAR, TRUCK,TRACTOR AND EVERY TYPE OF
MACHINERY THAT
'
S DIFFICULT TO KEEP
RICATED. ALWAYS KEEP A CAN RANDY.

Kentucky Dam Span
To Be Completed
Late This

Rules For Safe
Packing Of Picnic
Lunches Listed

-

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency

Refresh...
acid zest to the hour

Prescriptions A
Specialty

UMMINS OIL CO.
PHONE 2198

POWER Your Farm with TEXACO PRODUCTS

YES!-

YOU DON'T FORGET
"cut-off" portion of the route FARMERS EAT OLEO
Bridgeport, Conn. — .(Al') -from Kuttawa to Princeton. The
A survey made in Detroit
People who have been coasting
new route will follow old Var- Lakes, Minn., showed how farmon that old alibi for morning
ers are buying oleomargarine inmint Trace road.
tardiness—"I forgot to set the
alarm"—have been given a sharp
The Kuttawa-Kentucky Dam stead of eating their own highpriced butter. Five grocery stores
jolt by the general Electric Co.
highway is expected to be hard
in one month sold 3,878 pounds of
A new autematic alarm clock
surfaced next summer.
butter and 2,832 pounds of matwhich has to be set only once and
No definite plans have been an- garine. In one store the sales of
A_dirnt Eoute frolairinceton
thereafter— Wakes lie nunlar at
the same time every morning has to Paducah via Kentucky Dam Is na'for a new road l'romlhe oleo exceR;ri the safes
dam to Highway 68, but the pro- Detroit Lakes is located in a been announced.
•
‘schedUled 'to open in November jeet is in the mill. Until
it is typical Minnesota dairy comThe clock automatically resets .when the -cantilever bridge across
built, the access road from the munity: one dairyman who milkAnn to sound off every 24 hours Kentucky Dam is completed, acdam to U.S. 68 could be used for ed 20 cows was known to buy
—including weekends—unless the cording to the State Department
the new route.
oleomargarine, and it was susowner remembers to shut it off, of Highways.
pected that there were other
Construction of the span began
Canberra, cow milkers who did the same.
capital
city
of
The
in 1949 and has proceeded steadidesigned by an
ly, except during bad winter Australia, was
• Try A Leader Classified Ad!
American architect.
weather.
Steel Construction Company is
building the bridge. The cantlever span is on the inside of the dam
proper. A bridge of ordinary construction spans the locks at the
east end of the dam.
By DR. W. L. CASH
Associates
All stringers and floor beams
(County Health Officer)
Roberts Wheeler
Baker
Russell
Woodall
St:
place.
ReinSummer is the season for Sun- for the bridge are in
day School picnics, family reun- forcing steel, the floor slab and
Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Prlid
ions, lawn fetes a n d weekend hand rails Will complete the
• .,
structure.
DR. SANDER BACK AT WORK: Dr. Hermann N. Sander (right) camping trips. Food always plays
Virgil Smith
C. A. Woodall
The new road has been built
examines seven-month old Dennis Holman" in Manchester, N. H., an important part in such outings
as he resumes practice following restoration of his license. The since eating in the open seems to from Kuttawa to the dam. The
OFFICES
child's mother, Mrs. Ralph Holman, looks on. Dr. Sander's office stimulate appetites and give add- railroad overpass near the east
had been closed for more than six months following his indict- ed zest to even the most common- end of the dam has been comFredonia
Marion
Princeton
pleted. Work is progressing rapidment on a charge of murder in the death of a cancer patient, place menu.
substructure
and
aply on the
Mrs. Abbie Borroto, 59. A superior court jury acquitted him last
Tel. 9
Tel. 69
Tel. 2441
It is particularly important
March. The 42-year-old physician made several house calls in the during summer months to make proaches of the bridge that will
Established 1907
morning and later went to his office where 12 patients awaited sure that the food served at such carry the route across the Cumberland River near Eureka. And
him.(AP Wirephoto)
gatherings is properly refrigerconstruction is under way on a
about whom they know practic- where the parents themselves can ated. Many cases of food poisoning
are
reported
annually
because
ally nothing — nothing about be reached. If the parents will
certain foods — salad dressing,
their health, their background, not be near a telephone they cream filled pies, milk, fish, jelkik
Askfor if either arey
should leave the name of the perMin%
froure-marir wan MI
what they do to keep children son who
can be called in an lied foods and meat, for example
quiet, what threats and bribes
—have not been given the proper
emergency.
/
they will use to control them. In
care.
They should take care to anshort, they know little about their
Before packing the picnic basbaby sitters except that they are swer the sitter's inevitable ques- ket, it is always wise to make
willing to stay at the house for tions in advance by telling her sure that potato salad, baked
about the night habits of children,
so much an hour.
travel refreshed
such as sleeping with toys and beans or sandwich fillings are put
Yet, what are parents to do? going to
the bathroom; what to into clean closed containers and
"In our present manner of liv- do it the
child awakens; what to kept cold until they are used. Ining," she says, "a sitter is usually do With
pets at bed-time; alt sulated bags, such as those used
a necessity. Only a comparative- what
hour the parents expect to by food markets when selling
ly few homes have the blessing return; and
what use the sittter frozen foods, can be used for such
of a relative or servant who can may make
of the telephone for a purpose.
be counted on to stay with the personal calls. A
Unless some special care is takyoung sitter may
children and who knows the fam- want to
entertain a friend, if so, en, food poisoning may result.
handle
ily and the way parents
tell her the rules about this and Many of the cases reported can
problems arising in the home."
likewise what, if any food in the be traced to occasions when food
Usually there are two types of refrigerator may be eaten.
is prepared in large quantities by
baby sitters: the person who sits
But finding the proper sitter persons not experienced as food
in the house when children are for a
child's waking hours is an- handlers.
in bed and the one who stays other story, she
Food poisoning is caused by the
says. When chilwith the children during their dren
are labelled "brats" by sit- growth of germs in food. These
waking hours.
ters, a mother may find it in- germs multiply rapidly in cer'Any responsible person of creasingly difficult to find a sit- tain foods at room temperature.
good health and character can do ter available when she needs one. Remember food may be unfit to
the evening kind of sitting sat- Children must respect the author- eat and still show no change in
isfactorily," believes Dr. Sowers. ity of the sitter. Otherwise it is taste, appearance or smell.
The parents who go off for the unsafe to leave them with her,
For suggestions as to summer
evening, she says, should leave no matter how fine she is.
dishes that are safe to serve in
all the information the sitter will
Parents, says Dr. Sowers, hot weather, several excellent nuSOMA() UNOICAUTNOIITY OF THI COCA-COLA COILFAMT IT
need—telephone numbers of the should by all means know the trition pamphlets are obtainable
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
family doctor, the fire depart- sitter personally. Says she: "How from the Caldwell County Health
up I TA,The com-Cds Owen
ment, the police, and the place else can they find out what the Unit.
children are learning from her
in the way of stories, fears, ideals,
and superstitions? What radio
programs are tuned in when she
is there? what methods of discipline does she use? Do the
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry children impose on her, take advantage of her position as an outDial 3211
sider? What does the girl say and
do during the parent's absence?
Who comes into the house when
the parents are gone?"
What can be done to safe-guard
both sitters and families as this
big business continues to become
an ever more important part of
home and family life, Dr. Sowers
says that in some schools and
citleges, there are courses in
baby sitting which outline rates
of pay and rules and provide a
form of training. These schools
also maintain an employment
agency where calls are received
and sitters supplied.
Prospective and active sitters
learn something about children
and child development at different ages. They discuss their relationship with the family and
their responsibility to the parent.
They develop a code regarding
their personal behavior and their
job.

liotiO#t Se4ilice4

SUNDAY, JULY 23

both the

Through

BROWN
HOTEL

SUNDAY, AUGUST 27
7:30 P.M.

KENTUCKY
AIR-CONDITIONED

Volunteers Guaranteed
Jobs Back Upon Return
New Yortc — Reserve officers
and airmen who volunteer for active duty in the Korean war will
be entitled to the same re-employment rights as those who volunteered in World War II, headquarters for the First Air Force
at Mitchell field announced.
An amended Selective Service
act of 1948 guarantees veterans
their jobs, headquarters said.

Keach's in Hopkinsville

SUNDAY, JULY 23:

Song Service At Methodist Church

SUNDAY, JULY 30:

Preaching Service At Christian Church
Rev. F. A. LOPERFIDO -- Speaker

SUNDAY, AUGUST 6:

Religious Film At Cumberland Church
REV. HARVEY TALLENT in charge

SUNDAY, AUGUST 13:

FOK COMPLETE
HOME FURNISHINGS

Preaching Service At Central Church
REV. GEORGE FILER -- Speaker

•V

BEDROOMS!

SUNDAY, AUGUST 20:

Preaching Service At Christian Church
REV. J. F. CALLENDER -- Speaker

SUNDAY, AUGUST 27:

Be Comfortable when you're in

Communion Service At Methodist Church
REV. GEORGE FILER in charge

LOUISVILLE!

PRINCETON MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION
PRINCETON
"KEACH'S HAS IT"

KENTUCKY

9,

•

•

.

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Deaths & Funerals

Kentucky Farm, Home
Club Met At Deanhill

Classified Ads

Lawrence Ladd

The Kentucky Farm, and llama
Club met. Thursday afternoon,
July 6, at Deanhill, the home of
Mr, and hiCa. R. M. Willie=
Mrs. Anna Dean McElroy.
Mr. Ed Daniels, farm management specialist from the University of Kentucky, Lexington, met
with the group.
After seeing the furniture and
picture frames that had been refinished, the group made a tour
of the farm and discussed the
improvement that had been made.
Refreshments were served from
a beautiful aluminum tray, made
by the hostess, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Adams, Mr. and Mrs.
James Hemingway, Mrs. Pollard
Oldham, Miss Wilma Vandiver,
Mr. Loyd Beck, Ed Daniels, R. A.
Mabry and Millard Mabry.
The next meeting was set for
August 8th.

YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy plena, FOR SALE: Antique best, cradle,
not overhead, at Dye Piano Co., chair, love-seat, china and
glass. Call or write Mrs. Robert
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky
Boyd, Eddyville, phone 3211.
32-47tp

Funeral services for Lawrene
Ladd, 63, who died early Tuesday morning after a long illness,
were LconductecriVEST-Rbaltani
Cemetery Wednesday afternoon
at two o'clock.
Surviving are the wife, Mrs.
Ellen Ladd; three sons, Garnett,
Lon and Lote, all of this county;
three brothers, One Ladd, Detroit; Johnny Ladd, Friendship
community; Wylie Ladd, Eddyville; several grandchildren,
great-grandchildren and a number of nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Polly Skupworth
Funeral services for Mns. Polly
Skipworth, 63, were conducted at
the Morgan Funeral Home here
Friday morning at 11 o'clock.
Mrs. Skipworth was a native of
Greenville. She died at her home,
308 Cadiz street, Thursday.
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MORE
VEGETAGILES,
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CHEEKS THAT
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'
GLOW./
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1
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QUART JARS, 1 cloz.

79c

PINT JARS, 1 doz.

69c

VINEGAR, 1 gal.

29c

SALT,for canning, 10 lb. bog

27c

HOMINY, No. 2 can

25c

3 for

PORK & BEANS,303 cans, 3 for

25c

TOMATO CATSUP, 14 oz. bottle

15c

PRINCE ALBERT TOBACCO,can

10C

CIGARETTES, carton

$1.63

PEANUT BUTTER, 32 oz. jar

43e

fnd Of Trade Pact
With Mexico Will
aiseSome Prices

portance in the U.S. market, are
the Netherlands West Indies, Ku-.
wait, Saudi Arabia, Colombia,
Mexico and. Iran. Mexico accounted for only 3.86 per cent
of the fotal.
On the other big item, lead,
thg import duty will rise 104 Per
trent. Lead bearing ores, for instance, will rise tram% cent per
pound to 14 cents per pound.
Canada contends with Mexico for
first place among lead exporters
to the U. S. So Canada is greatly
concerned about this.
More will be heard of these
duties when the leading nations
of the western world gather at
TorquIty, England, in September
to spend the winter writing new
trade treaties. The net effect of
the termination of the U.S.-Mexican agreement will be to strengthen the bargaining position of
the U. S. at Torquay, since several nations, such as the oil and
lead importers, will be eager to
sign new agreements with the
U. S. which will at least restore
the duty rates in effect during
the life of the Mexican agreement.

Thursda ,Jul 13,

OPPORTUNITY
PTO

WHEN YOU NEED hair tonic or FOR SALE: Hampshire Ram. En,
By Clarke Beach a
Dealer wanted in Princeton to sell A .
shiunpoo for 'home nee try
Washington — Termination of
titled for registration. Priced
Sharp's Barber Shop. We need
the
between
agreement
trade
the
right. See Jimmy Wallace,
your head in our business.
Tractors. Three sizes, nine models including
phone 2152, Route 2, Princeton. United States and Mexico on Dec.
45-tfc
1-2tp 31 will affect traders all over the
new R-Tractor with Hi-Torque engine
WATCH MAKING: All makes and FOR RENT: One light house- world and ralee import duties on
many things bought by American
models; clocks, Jewelry repairkeeping room. 305 Franklin St. consumers—such as gasoline and
performance and economy unheard of
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
Dial 3514. Princeton, Ky.
tomatoes.
watch"Pete" Russell, certified
This is the tractor sensation of 1950.
When any trade agreement lapmaker. 203 N. Harrison St. FOR SALE: Boy's sport shirts.
33-tic
Sizes 14 to 20 at 95c. Wood ses, all of the Americin import
mounted implements, many of which are
Brothers, Princeton, KY. 2-1tc duties which had beef, lowered
FOR SALE: Choice Holstein and
by that agreement go back up to
Guernsey heifer calves. T. B., FOR SALE: Broken lot of slacks the rate established in agreemounted on other tractors giving dealer oppc,
at $5.90. A real buy. Wood ments with other countries. If
Bang's tested. Six to ten weeks
Brothers, Princeton, Ky. 2-lie the rate on a particular import
old. Price delivered by truck
tunity for additional sales. Write
to your farm: Six weeks at $45,
has not been set by some interHELP
Girl
counWANTED:
for
and ten weeks at $55. Delivered
ter and curb service. Steady for national agreement, the rate
on approval in lots of five or
right party. Must be 18. Apply which will then control is that
more. Some one year and two
in person to Corner Grill. 2-1tc one established in the U. S. Taryear old hiders. Write or wire
iff Act of 1930.
Merlin J. flux, Muscoda, WisWheii the U.S.-Mexican agreeconsin.
48-8tc Administrator's Notice
Louisville, Kentucky
ment was signed in 1942, the U.S.
All persons having claims
lowered its rate on about 40 clasFOR ELECTRICAL Appliances against the estate of
the late Miss
One of the easiest garden herbs
ses of items on which Mexico
and Electrical Supplies, visit Ada Leeper must
present same, ought concessions. When the to grow is mint, which Is excelStallins and Kennedy Electric properly proven, on
or before
rates went down, all countries in lent in the ice-tea season.
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone August
1, 1950. Those knowing
the world got the benefit of the
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed. themselves
indebted to said esnew low duties. That's a part of
tic tate
please settle same on or bethe "most favored nation" policy,
F'OR SALE: Two Belgian Shep- fore said date. -which tariff reductions are
Frank Leeper, 449 Hall street, under
herd male puppies, 6 months
made to apply ,to all nations.
old. If interested call 2841. 1-2tc 'Madisonville, Kr,
When Mexico found that its
administrator.
1-3tp
dollar balance was dwindling it
decided it needed higher tariffs
Let No Grave
Administrator's Notice
to protect home industries. MexA 11 persons having claims ico and the U.S. trled for two
Be Unmarked
claims against the estate of the years to work out some new trade
Enduring Quality Memorials late Mrs. Effie Baines must pre- agreement which would be musent same, properly proven, on tually satisfactory, but they finModerate Prices
Write or Visit or before July 23, 1950. Those ally gave up and announced a
Dial 2640
knowing themselves indebted to joint denunciation of the treaty
said estate, please settle same on on June 23.
ALLEN
or before said date.
Then the U.S. Trade Commis-.
Monumental Works
Mrs. J. D. Wylie, Princeton, and sion went to work revising upDawson Road at Center St.
Alfred Baker, Fredonia, adward all of the duty rates which
Princeton, Ky.
ministrators.
2-14i had been lowered by the 1942
Mexican agreement. The chief
items in the United States' $231,Card Of Thanks
We wish to thank our neighbors 000,000-a-year import trade with
and friends for all the kind deeds Mexico are lead, petroleum, zinc,
extended, the flowers and cards cocoa, fibres for cordage and tosent us during our confinement matoes and other fresh vegetables.
due to injuries sustained in an These were the principal items in
which Mexico was interested
automobile accident.
Mr. and Mrs, Argyle Goodaker when it nesotietted the treaty in
'''sesp ,9011
monell
2-lie I94Z Other nations, however, expfetpraptly with an
Now $1.95
Rauh and Enros
ported to the U.S. as much or
Auto[ben trem/E
more of some of these items. And
Executrix
Notice
15151113
0 Phont pnc1
:
:
ettit
A 1 1 persons having claims they too got the benefit of the
how' muc 'TO
, u against the estate of the late W. tariff reduction.
Now $1.50
Were $2.50 -$3.50
wont. hen ow,'
The item creating the most exL. Mays will please present them
now
citement
to our office and
among
foreign
tradpayment
and all
promptly for
ers is petroleum. Under the Mexcom pl •te the
persons knowing themselves inican agreement, the import tax
CUTto the saicl wet* will
CAR PAYMENTS by re- please come for
1411d /fettle 1 W8g_aoPly V4 cent tar gallon on a
petroleum equal to 5
?.:1:•—• y
financing with us. Phone or their accounts Uri or
be/ore Jul
come in.,
y per cent of the total U.S. refine;•y production for the previous
20.11rs. Ethel R. Mays,
year. This amounted to about 97,Executrix
1-2tc
000,000 barrels in 1949. The remainingimport, 0f about 109
MRS. GATES IMPROVED
barrels, was taxed 4
FINANCE CORPORATION, OF K.
Mrs. John C. Gates, 611 Wash- 000,000
per gallon. NoW all petrolington street, who suffered a cent
taxed at the i
slight stroke last, week, was re- eum imports will be
Princeton, Ky.
4 cent rate. This elite was es- I
ported slightly
most liberhext
the
in
tablished
members :4 the fartn
ellnebsy
W
r"
1y
in115
al trade areelnent that with
. d,;,r. A eon,, John Gates, and wife
1939.
Ilot Indianapolis, are at her bed- Venezuela IA
Hardest hit will be Venezuela,
i side,
Whieh In 1949 sent to the U. S.
I Mr. andMrs, Allan Murphy and silie per cent of all U. S. pechildren, Jane and Helen, were ll'oleum imports. Other oil importers, in the order of their imin Paducah Thursday.
SARDINES, Maine, in oil or mustard
OLEOMARGARINE, MI Choice
3 for .....
lb.
No. la size
24/(
14 lb colored sticks
/
COFFEE,‘Loving Cup
KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
1
3 lbs
1 lb. pkg.
lb. 69c

B. F. Avery & Sons, Co,

pekt clew.
WEATHER

HOT

SPECIALS!

STOP! LOOK!

And You Won't Pass These Buys

BROKEN LOT SPRING AND SUMMER SUITS

Now $29.75
Spring Suits - - - were $35-$45
-Summer Suits - - were $27.50-$35 Now $21.75
Sport Coats - - - were $18.50-$22 Now $14.95
Not All Sizes
Dress Shirts
Not All Sizes

Sport Shirts

"-

10c

/ CORN, 303 can, yellow

HAM SALAD, CHICKEN SALAD &
PIMENTO CHEESE — Fresh Daily

„
HARRY'S GROCERY
"HarryHas

DIAL 3422

FREE DELIVERY

Swim Trunks - - were $2.50-$3.50 Now $2.00

a

WOOD BROS.

9nieMtate

"Dad 'n Lad Store"

BUYS
SPECIAL
- Chambray
•Ladies' Striped

Red Front Stores
$2"

100

Shorts with halters. Elastic band on
halter and short. Red - Green - Blue
Sizes 12 to 18 - - - Special Price

HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
lb. pkg.
CORN, Pennysaver, VVh. Cr. Style
Co. Gent. 20 oe. can
TOMATO SOUP, Castle Haven
6 for
101i oz. can

Ladies' Fast Color Suiting
Shorts with halters. Grey and Blue.
Halters with elastic waist. Shorts
elastic waist, 2 pockets and cuffed.
Sizes 12 to 18

•77,

Men's Cool Breeze
"Air Flow" Cotton Sport Shirts. Tan Grey - Blue - Maize and Green. Half
sleeve - Sport collar. All sizes

THE SAFEST, LONGEST
WEARING TIRE EVER BUILT

50

7Ite/Veg/

trestotte
Veoaoto

95

tfll

1

,

;

/

/

/ /

I

,

CHAMPION
•UP TO 55%
STRONGER
New Rayon Oord WUBared Body' Otess Rpm
Protection Agabast
Blowouts

Men's Knot-Notch

MORN
NON-SKID ANGLES

•UP TO 60%

New Bati-Grip Tread ,
Provides Ratra Preto:41m '
Agabast Sadddlag

Collar Reliance Rayon Sport Shirt "That's fit to be tied." Green - Grey Blue - Tan. Half sleeve - All Sizes

SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
2 lb. pkg.

25(

BABY FOOD, Gerber's, asst. sir.
”ir oz. can

Ii 29(

TEA, Loving Cup
,
49(
s !..! lb. pkg.
PEAS, Handy
i.. 2/ 25(
No. 2 can
FLOUR, Leg Cabin, plain
25 lb. bag
$1"
HOMINY, Alice
3 for
No. 2 can 9c
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI,Red Cross
,.
3 pkgs.
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
No. 2 can
4
heavy syrup
241
ORANGE JUICE, Heart of Florida

25(
21(t

46 oz. can ..,
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
No 21i can
ItABY FOOD, Heinz, mist, sir.
3 for
4 os. can
/
41

311(
15(

25(

81

CHERRIES, Glen Haven, red sour
2 for
No. 2 can
pitted
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Kraft
2 lb. jar
LIMA BEANS, Larsen's, Green Bay
No. 2 can .....
standard

111
1

GREENS, Nancy Lee. Kale, Mustard
2
No. 2 can .
or Turnip
Silver
CONDENSED MILK, Borden's,
...........
Cow tall can
halves in
PEACIIES, Rosedale
. .......
can
21si
No.
syrup
BLACKBERRY JELLY, Monarch
12 Os. jar
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Heart of Fla

Rayon Cord all
Regular Price

FIRESTONE PRODUCTS

D-X MOTOR OILS

DUNN & OLIVER SERVICE STATION
S. W. DUNN

"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

E.

Ct. Sq.,

R. M. OLIVER

'id! 2662
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'
BANANAS, large fancy rip,
n
(
2 pounds

37

MEAT SPECIALS

45c

Hewlett
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46 oz. can

PICNIC HAMS, Ready to Eat
lb.
4 to 6 lb. average
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FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
I,EMONS, Sunkist, 360 size
doses

rne7

I

OLIVES, Re Umberto, plain
3 for
3 oz. bottle

32%
LONGER WEAR

coed bodes l• Ewa*
gm 4:21:1"

AIR STORE

29(

•UP TO

1
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Only 25c

One Lot of Children's Socks
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MORE FOR YOUR igONEY EVERY TIME
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A M.
WV.IS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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